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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Czechoslovakia is a land-locked nation in central Europe which is 
the size of New York state (127,889 square Km). It shares borders with 
Poland to the north, Hungary and Austria to the south, the Commonwealth of 
Independent Republics to the east, and Germany to the west. The Czech and 
Slovak Federal Republic is a union of three principal regions, Bohemia, 
Moravia and Slovakia. 
The climate of the country is predominantly continental although it 
does vary from region to region. The western regions of Bohemia and 
Moravia have a moderate maritime climate with overcast winters and cooler 
summers, similar to Western Europe. The eastern region of Slovakia has a 
more severe continental weather system with colder winters and greater 
temperature differences between seasons (Bradley, 1971). 
Bohemia, the western-most region, is politically and economically 
the most visible region and contains the country's largest city, Prague. 
Prague serves as the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic's capital. Bohemia 
nestles between the Sumava and Ore Krusne (Hory) Mountains along the 
German border and the Giant Mountains (Krkonse) along the Polish border 
which is east of Liberec. The landscape consists of rolling plains, 
hills, and plateaus surrounded by low mountains to the north, west, and 
south. 
Moravia, the central region, is sandwiched between Bohemia and 
Slovakia with coal and steel industries in the northern area and 
agricultural areas in the southern portions of the region. It is bordered 
on the north by mountains and generally has more hills than Bohemia. The 
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ridge lines running southwest to northeast and the lower elevations made 
it a useful communication and commercial route from Vienna to the north 
and northeast during the period when Austria dominated Central Europe 
(Nyrop, 1981). Bohemia and Moravia comprise the historic Czech Republic 
(Pinkelmen, 1990). 
Slovakia, in the east, has rugged mountains in the central and 
northern regions and lowlands in the south which are important for 
agricultural production. The mountain chains run east to west across the 
country, with the ranges segregating the various groups of people (Nyrop, 
1981). Slovakia has become more industrialized in recent years. 
Traditionally a rural, agrarian, mountainous society, this region has been 
less developed politically, economically, and culturally. Since 
Czechoslovakian independence in 1918, Slovakia has become the country's 
second republic (Nyrop, 1981). 
Czechoslovaks lack a shared ethnic identity and nationality. People 
of Poland are Poles, people of Germany are Germans, and the Magyars view 
Hungary as their land. As a people, the Czechoslovaks have been Czechs 
and Slovaks for centuries but were not united into a nation until 1918. 
Czechoslovakia is an ancient nation which evolved from a group of tribes, 
to two dynasties, to an empire, and to a democracy (Bradley, 1971). 
Czechoslovakia, as it is known today, was created out of the ruins 
of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire, a casualty of the First World War. It 
brought together the Czechs of Bohemia and Moravia as well as their 
eastern neighbors and fellow Slavs, the Slovaks, into one sovereign state. 
Both the Czechs and Slovaks have spent much of their past as subjects of 
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other countries. They live in the heart of the European continent 
surrounded by powerful neighbors of Poland, Germany, Hungary, and Russia. 
Their land has been regarded as a territorial prize for belligerent empire 
builders rather than an independent, self-governed country. The history 
of the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic has been a complexity of wars, 
rebellion, and external control. 
With the end of World war 1, the independent country of 
Czechoslovakia was formed with the assistance of President Woodrow Wilson 
of the United States. In 1918, two Czech dissidents, Tomas Masaryk and 
Edvard Benes, who had foreseen Austro-Hungary's defeat at the hands of the 
allies, issued a declaration of Czechoslovakian independence jointly from 
Paris and Washington O.C. (Beattie, 1991). On the 29th of October, 1918, 
a common state of the Czechs and Slovaks was proclaimed. It was called 
The Czechoslovak Republic. 
Czechoslovakia is unique among the countries of Eastern Europe in 
that it had been a successful parliamentary democracy for twenty years 
(Beattie, 1991). Tomas Masaryk served as the first president from 1918-
1935. Masaryk, who came from a humble beginning of Czech and Slovak 
parents, rose to leadership and became the liberator of Czechoslovakia. 
His marriage in 1876 to an American music student, Charlotte Grigue, 
established a lasting link between the people of the United States and the 
people of Czechoslovakia. In 1882, he became a professor of philosophy at 
the University of Prague and is credited with writing a book which was 
considered to be a brilliant criticism of Marxism. 
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In 1935, Dr. Edvard Benes became president during a very critical 
time in Czechoslovakian history. With the Munich Dictate on September 30, 
1938, Britain and France surrendered the Czechoslovakia border regions to 
Nazi Germany. This action has been described as the Munich Betrayal 
because both Britain and France were considered allies of Czechoslovakia 
at the time. Hitler, in a speech to the Reichstag on February 20, 1938, 
stated that over ten million Germans lived in two of the states adjoining 
the German frontier. The grievances of the Sudeten Germans, then living 
under Czech control following the First World War boundary changes, were 
magnified and exploited. Henlein, the leader of the Nazi Party of the 
Sudetenland, formulated a demand for autonomy in the German-border regions 
of Czechoslovakia. Negotiations between Henlein and the Czechoslovaks 
would have allowed autonomy within these regions, with German being the 
lingua franca. The negotiations between the British, Czechoslovaks, 
French and Germans progressed until September, when a speech delivered by 
Hitler on the 12th included a violent attack on Czechoslovakia. The 
following day, the Czechs replied by the establishment of martial law in 
German districts of the Republic. This precipitated a crisis which 
resulted in the breakdown of negotiations with Henlein. On the 15th, the 
Sudeten leader fled to Germany (Churchill, 1948). Later that month, 
Neville Chamberlain and Edward Daladier, together with Adolph Hitler and 
Benito Mussolini, signed the agreement whereby one-third of 
Czechoslovakian territory was ceded to Hitler (Unger, 1982). This 
resulted in Dr. Benes' resignation, and he left Czechoslovakia to head the 
government in exile from London during World War II. 
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The ensuing occupation and the destruction of Czechoslovakia during 
World War II followed. The German objective was to gradually exterminate 
the nationalism of the territories of Bohemia, Moravia, Slovakia, Poland 
and the Soviet Union under the cover of "Germanization." That part of the 
population which was racially pure was to be forcibly Germanized and the 
rest were to be exterminated (Unger, 1982). 
Like the majority of Europe, the Republic of Czechoslovakia was in 
ruins after the war. The returning President Benes held great hope for 
his country's future and was planning on help from the United States in 
the form of the "Marshall Plan." A power struggle developed between the 
socialists and those who favored capitalism. Resentment against the West, 
because of the Munich sell-out and support for the Soviet Union whose 
troops had liberated most of Czechoslovakia from the Nazis enabled the 
Communist supporters to strengthen their drive for a Communist 
constitution. The new Communist government gained control in 1948. They 
implemented land reform bills and required all businesses with over 50 
employees to be nationalized. 
Throughout the 1950s, agriculture was expected to continually 
reorganize into large-scale cooperative or state farms. The Czechoslovak 
economic and cultural ties with the West were severed as the Iron Curtain 
descended. Czechoslovakia was the last of the eastern countries to fall 
under Communist rule. Its masters sought to make up for lost time by the 
speed, thoroughness, and fidelity with which they reproduced Stalin's 
Soviet patterns (Schimmerling, 1991). 
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After nearly twenty years of hard-line Communism, the Czechoslovaks 
had begun to notice that their standard of living was lagging behind other 
countries. On January 5, 1968, the hard-line leader Novotny was replaced 
as party boss by a Slovak, Dubeck. Within a short time, literary and 
press censorship was totally abolished, freedom of minority opinion was 
guaranteed, and travel restrictions were lifted. Surprisingly, people 
began to feel proud and even autonomous (Havel, 1990). 
By July of 1968, Brezhnev and other Warsaw Pact leaders had become 
enraged with Dubeck's new progressive regime. The leaders of the Soviet 
Union and its four loyal allies met in Warsaw to develop a course of 
action on how to deal with Dubeck. At the end of the meeting, they 
addressed a letter to the Czechoslovakian leadership informing them that 
the continued liberalization was absolutely unacceptable. This document 
will go down in history as the Warsaw Letter. Despite repeated attempts 
by Dubeck to assure the Warsaw Pact countries that Czechoslovakia would 
remain loyal to the Soviet block economic community, the liberalization 
policies were still not acceptable. On August 21, 1968, Russian and token 
Warsaw Pact troops invaded Czechoslovakia. Most crimes occur at night, 
and on a single night in August 1968 the Czechs and Slovaks had their 
country stolen from them (Chapman, 1968). 
The Prague Spring was over I Much has been written about whether or 
not the Czechoslovakians could have offered more resistance or whether the 
Prague Spring was worth the extreme pain and suffering the Czech and 
Slovak people were forced to endure following their attempt at freedom. 
The importance of the Prague Spring was the cooperation of the Communist 
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and Non-Communist Czechs, for it was this freely given cooperation which 
enabled the Communist leaders to hold together the Czechoslovaks in the 
early days of the occupation. If Eastern Europe emerges with a free, 
creative form of socialism, the Czech experience will have contributed 
toward it (Chapman, 1968). Twenty-one years later, the Czech and Slovak 
people have a chance to draw upon that experience. 
Before the World Wars, Czechoslovakia's per capita income was 
comparable to that of Austria and Belgium. After forty years of Communist 
control, the per capita income was one-half of that of its western 
neighbors. However, the per capita income is higher than that of its 
Eastern Block neighbors (Brada, 1991). 
The United States may have an opportunity to be effective in the 
Czech and Slovak Federal Republic because the general population may have 
a greater faith in this country's help. Professor Voclav Jakubec, 
President of Czech Academy of Animal Science, is reported to have stated 
that Czechoslovakia should be thankful to the united states for the help 
former President Woodrow Wilson gave in forming the country's First 
Federal Republic, the liberation of a part of the country occupied by the 
Nazis, the cold war pressure that led to the breakup of the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics, and the effort to develop a new democracy. If 
other leaders feel the same gratitude toward the United States, and if 
they can remember what their grandfathers did, as President Havel did, the 
job of assisting the Czech and Slovak people in their effort to go from a 
centrally controlled to a market oriented economy may be easier than first 
thought. If one considers the history of the Czech and Slovak Republic, 
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it is understandable why agents from the United States may be more 
effective in assisting these people. The Czech and Slovak people have 
reason to distrust the British and French. The Germans are considered 
less than the most trustworthy neighbors because of World War II, and the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is considered, by most, the cause of 
their poor place in the world today. 
The past system was designed to prepare people to perform in a 
centrally controlled economy. This resulted in an attitude among the 
people that approached a prisoner mentality, according to President Havel 
(Chrisinger, 1991). 
Czechoslovakia has an urgent need of assistance in developing a free 
market, entrepreneurial agriculture system. Iowa State University has 
made a commitment in its Management Training and Economic Education 
Project for the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic (CSFR), better known as 
Czechoslovakia, to provide that assistance. To ensure the success of this 
initial quest and future programs, it is essential that a thorough, 
ongoing evaluation be conducted as the workshops are presented. 
Management training and market economic education were carried out 
in all three regions of the country (Bohemia, Moravia, and Slovaki). The 
emphasis was on the total agricultural system as it emerged from a command 
driven economy to a market economy. The training provided was to serve as 
a catalyst to market reform in the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic. The 
project was sponsored by the United States government through the Agency 
for International Development (U.S.A.I.D.). 
The program goal is to facilitate the movement of the Czech 
and Slovak Federal Republic from a command driven economy 
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(society) to a market driven (society). The two major 
purposes of the program are: 1) To communicate the idea of a 
market oriented economy (society) to a select group of 
business/industrial managers, academics (universities and 
research academies), newly elected and appointed government 
officials and the general populous of the country; and 2) to 
increase the credibility (expertness and trustworthiness) of 
key members of society by educating them about the operations 
of the free market economy (society). This, is essential to 
the long term sustainability of the project (Crawford and 
Klonglan, 1990). 
The principal elements of this project were a series of eight one-
week, in-country workshops; a three-week executive workshop at Iowa State 
University; and a six-part satellite television series shown on national 
television for the general public. The workshops were intended to explain 
the fundamentals of the United States economic system, and based upon the 
information presented, the Czech and Slovak participants would then decide 
which experiences would be useful and appropriate to meet their needs. 
In order to give the Czechoslovak people a chance to meet the major 
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challenges in moving from a command to a market economy, many agencies in 
the world have developed special promotion schemes for assisting in this 
process. This project was directed by the Office of International 
Programs of the Iowa State University college of Agriculture and was one 
of the major recipients of U.S.A.I.D. funding for Czechoslovakia. Iowa 
State University was awarded approximately one and one-half million 
dollars to manage and coordinate this assistance program of management 
training and economic education. 
The "Request for Application (RFA) No. SPO/EE-91-0Q2; Management 
Training and Economic Education for Central and Eastern Europe" called for 
applications from qualified organizations with requisite capability and 
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experience to implement an assistance program of management training and 
economic education for Central or Eastern Europe (Crawford and Klonglan, 
1990). 
Support for or against participation in management training programs 
provided by the United States university personnel and the value attained 
by participants is for the most part based on personal experience and 
opinion. Research on the effectiveness or relevance of this type of 
training in achieving its aims or the ability of the participants to 
incorporate the experiences they have gained into their changing society 
is almost nonexistent. 
The purpose of this study was to assess the perceptions of workshop 
participants about the first workshop on Farm Management presented as a 
part of the overall ISU/CSFR Management Training and Economic Education 
Project as perceived by the participants. More specifically, the 
objectives of the study were to determine: 
(1) To what extent the participants were able to understand the 
information presented in the workshop. 
(2) The usefulness of the workshop to the participants in their 
efforts to understand a market economy. 
(3) The effectiveness of the workshop's planning and organization. 
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CHAPTER II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The major purpose of this study was to assess and analyze 
perceptions regarding the relevance and effectiveness of the first 
workshop "Farm Management Training." This was one part of the Management 
Training and Economic Education Project for The Czech and Slovak Federal 
Republic, provided by the Office of International Agriculture Program at 
Iowa State University and funded by United States Agency for International 
Development (U.S.A.I.D.). It is the purpose of this chapter to review the 
relevant literature concerning this particular international training 
program and to present a theoretical framework for the study. The goal of 
the workshops, most specifically in Czechoslovakia, is to assist the 
society in the transformation process of moving from a command driven 
economic society to a market driven economic society. 
This chapter is presented under three subheadings: Historical 
Background; Present Day Situation; and The Evaluation of Training 
Projects. 
Historical Background 
Historically, most of Czechoslovakia never came under Roman rule and 
little of its known history can be called ancient, though legend does date 
back to tribes who occupied this land in approximately 500 B.C. (Beattie, 
1991). 
Roman records indicate that a Gallic tribe, Boii, settled in the 
area now called Bohemia (which bears the name). As early as 500 B.C., a 
related tribe, Cotini, settled further east inhabiting Moravia and parts 
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of Slovakia. Nothing is certain about these two Celtic tribes except that 
about 100 B.C. they were driven from these territories'by German tribes, 
the Macomans, who occupied Bohemia and the Quadi (Bradley, 1971). 
Macomanni and Quadi tribes held this land until the fifth century 
A.O. when they were dispersed by an overwhelming invasion of the Hun 
tribe. After its ruler died, the Hunnish Empire crumbled and was 
conquered by another Mongolian tribe, the Avars. 
From the sixth to the ninth centuries, the Czechs and Slovaks lived 
primarily under Avar rule. It seems that they were incapable of producing 
a leader from their own ranks, so they brought one in from an outside 
tribe, the Franks. As legend goes, a Frankish merchant-adventurer called 
Samo presented himself and together with other Slavic tribes rose against 
the Avar masters. The Avars were evicted from the territory and Samo 
became the ruler. Bohemia became a free nation in approximately 623 A.D. 
and is significant as the first organized Slavic state anywhere in East 
Europe. This revolt against the Avars was the first Czech independence 
movement (Bradley, 1971). 
While the Samo kingdom was the first Western Slavic state, little is 
known about its existence. The many tribes in Bohemia and Moravia were 
loosely settled and after Samo's death, his dominion collapsed around 659 
A.D. Again, the Slavics of Czechoslovakia temporarily vanished from 
history and the Frankish chronicles refer again to these people as Boii. 
It is apparent that a process of internal crystallization and unification 
resulted in the tribes being transformed into a nation. The largest 
tribe, the Czech, probably settled in the center of. Bohemia and began 
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taking the smaller tribes under its sway. Legend tells that more tribes 
settled in Moravia, and it is probable that a process similar to that in 
Bohemia happened in their territory as well (Bradley, 1971). 
The arrival of the Slavic tribes is also shrouded in legend. 
Slovakia was inhabited by Bulgarian Slavs. It is certain that these 
minority occupants were also enslaved by the Avar tribe who controlled 
territories now known as modern Romania. It is speculated that both the 
Czech and Slovaks had to cope with an established power and were naturally 
dominated by the belligerent Avars. This dominance was short-lived 
though, because the Slovakia tribes eventually became tribally organized 
and were ready to rid themselves of the Avars (Bradley, 1971). 
From an historic viewpoint, Moravia suddenly emerged among civilized 
nations in Central Europe early in the ninth century. The process of 
tribal unification advanced more rapidly than in Bohemia. The loose 
federation of tribes was called the princedom of Moravia. The downfall of 
this Moravian Empire was a great landmark in the history of the Czech and 
Slovak, and had terrible consequences for the future development of both 
nations. 
The Great Moravian Empire lasted approximately one hundred years 
before being conquered by an invasion of the Magyars who founded the 
Hungarian Kingdom. Hungarian rule of Slovakia was to continue for the 
next one thousand years. Meanwhile, Bohemia was never conquered by the 
Magyars but flourished under the rule of the Premyslides dynasty whose 
prince claimed to be a descendent of the legendary Premsyl: 
Three legendary figures emerge from this obscurity: Czech, 
the chieftain, who brought the Czech to Bohemia; Krok, a wise 
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prince who later ruled the same tribe and began to unite 
Bohemia sometime in the ninth century; and his equally 
legendary daughter, Libuse, who succeeded him. With her, we 
come to the dawn of the only native dynasty, the Premyalides, 
whose subsequent reign in Bohemia and Moravia spans almost 
five centuries (Bradley, 1971, p. 3). 
The Moravian Empire expansion extended eastward and was enhanced by 
the introduction of Christianity. Another significant component of the 
infusion of Christianity was the development of a new common language 
undertaken by two missionary, brothers, Cyril and Methodieus. These two 
brothers developed the Cyrillic alphabet which allowed them to preach the 
new faith in the local language. This new national language was 
historically important in the development of Czechoslovakia. A language 
is a unique sign of national identity, providing the only absolute and 
clear expression of national independence (Bradley, 1971). 
This is true even today. The leadership of Slovakia was forced to 
adopt Slovak as its republic's official language. "With thousands of 
angry nationalists besieging its building, the Slovak Parliament approved 
a bill tonight to make Slovak the official language of the Slovakia 
republic" (Kamm, 1990). 
This new national language permitted the entrance of the first 
dynasty, the Premslyde, which included Bohemia, Moravia, German Silesia, 
and even parts of Hungary. It lasted from the ninth until the thirteenth 
century A.D. The best remembered ruler was Wenceslaus who was canonized 
as the patron saint of Czechoslovakia. The last king, Wenceslaus III, was 
murdered. While the dynasty ended after a period of confusion, it did 
leave a highly organized country. 
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After the death of Wenceslaus III, the country plunged into strife 
and civil war. Civil unrest ended when a daughter of Wenceslaus III 
married a Luxembourg Count. The Count promised to respect Czechs' 
liberty, rights, and privileges, including the preservation and 
continuation of the Czech language. 
Charles IV's reign as king is known as the Golden Age of Czech 
history. King Charles was profoundly affected by early Humanist thinkers 
such as Petrarch, and he embraced their enlightened views on government 
and society (Hoorhouse, 1980). He systemized the process of election to 
the imperial throne, undertook extensive building which included the 
Charles Bridge, and founded the University of Prague in 1348. The 
intention was to make this university an international center of learning. 
The division of the university into four faculties, Czech, Polish, Saxon, 
and Bavarian, was significant. Thus, the university became the nucleus of 
intense political nationalism, with top European scholars, architects, 
sculptors, and painters studying in Prague. 
It was during this Golden Age that a young man of simple descent, 
Jan Hus, rose to exert longtime influence in Czech history. This highly 
educated Catholic priest became rector of Prague University. As a 
religious reformist, he challenged the papal authority and asserted the 
separation of the nation from affairs of the church. As a national force, 
he reformed the vernacular language into a useful, literary medium. This 
language reform founded the Czech literary style in use today. This 
Hussite Movement was both nationalistic and religious. 
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Because of his convictions and strong following, Hus was tried by 
the Church courts, condemned, and burned at the stake. His death sparked 
religious warfare, and the widespread use of his doctrines became the 
basis for a future cultural link between the Czechs and the Slovaks 
(Unger, 1982). 
Devastated by religious wars, including the Thirty Years War, 
Bohemia and Moravia became a part of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire, under 
Hapsburg rule. It was a ruthless and devastating period. The work of 
destroying these peoples was carried out so thoroughly that the Czechs 
lost all semblance of political and cultural identity for almost 200 years 
(Bradley, 1971). 
Education was under strict censorship and, as a result, many 
scholars were obliged to flee. A reformer, Jon Komensky, generally known 
as Comenius, formulated his vision of a new society through enlightened 
education. His writing adopted a revolutionary approach to the teaching 
of the young child. He wrote that men should be taught to become wise not 
by books, but by natural things. Through nature they must learn to know 
and examine for themselves and not learn the observations and testimony of 
others. Comenius argued that education should prepare a child for life, 
it should therefore be conducted in the vernacular rather than in Latin, 
and punishment should not be handed out for mere failings (Moorhouse, 
1980). The Czech educational system owes much to Comenius's ideas. 
The Hapsburgs, after crushing the uprising of Bohemian estates in 
1620, ascended to the vacated Bohemian throne, ushering in an era of 
ruthless Catholicism and Germanization. Nonetheless, the powerful wave of 
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nationalism that swept across Europe in the 19th century brought about a 
strong Czech and Slovak national revival. The Czechs made a premature bid 
for independence in 1848, during the Years of Revolutions against Europe's 
autocratic regimes (Moorhouse, 1980). This culminated in the eventual 
movement for national independence in 1918. 
The Czechs and Slovaks have a twenty-year history of independence 
and a forty-year history of Communist control upon which to build 
political reform. That they were committed to nonviolent means, if at all 
possible, was demonstrated by their transition away from Communism to 
democracy with a civil movement described as the Velvet Revolution. That 
they are a people who place high value in their cultural heritage was 
demonstrated by the naming of Vaclav Havel, a dissident playwright, as the 
president of the interim government. The twenty year.(1918-1938) history 
of democracy will give the Czech and Slovak people a foundation upon which 
to build. Vaclav Havel, president of the Czech and Slovak Federal 
Republic, in his book Disturbing the Peace, recalled his childhood: 
My paternal grandfather worked his way back up again; 
(referring to the fact that his great-grandfather had 
frittered away his estate in dowries), he studied 
architecture, borrowed some money, successfully paved a town 
square, and thus became a contractor. Then he built various 
things, pretty fin-de-siecle apartment buildings in Prague, 
but his main achievement was erecting the Lucerna Palace, the 
first steel-and-concrete building in Prague. He single-
handedly did work that would require dozens of people today: 
he drew up plans, made all the necessary calculations, 
supervised work on the construction site, looked after the 
financial side of things, and I don't know what else. He 
belonged to the first generation of genuine capitalists or 
bourgeoisie, the generation of self-made men who founded 
family firms, who began with nothing and achieved a lot 
(Havel, 1990). 
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Present Day Situation 
The Communist government of Czechoslovakia was ousted in the so-
called Velvet Revolution of November 1989. This unprecedented process of 
transforming a whole society from one of central planning to one based on 
a market economy and private property was a very complicated endeavor. 
Josef Brada (1991) stated that concurrent with the transformation of the 
economic system was the importance of the hybrid transitional economy. It 
was important that this transitional economy function sufficiently well to 
maintain adequate living standards for the population, and that political 
support be sustained for the reform process. 
In 1992, the country lived economically in the pre-Communist 
traditions of 1948. After nearly fifty years of a centrally controlled 
economy, the Czech and Slovak people found themselves with a relatively 
well-educated and well-trained work force, but lagging behind the West 
economically. The capital plants and infrastructures were sadly outmoded, 
though less so than Poland's, for example (Crawford, 1991). According to 
Pinkelmen (1990), Czechoslovakia had a developed transportation system, 
but many of its factories, and equipment were inadequately modernized 
during the forty years of Communist rule. 
Vaclav Klaus, Minister of Finance for Czechoslovakia, argues that 
there are many serious technical issues which must be solved, but he feels 
the most pressing problem is the ideological prejudice against the market 
and its side effects. There are people in Czechoslovakia who feel that 
things were not all that bad under Communist control. They look back 
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nostalgically at times when sausage and beer were plentiful, the future 
was plain but stable, and work demands were few. 
We are well aware of the fact that losing times means losing 
everything. Losing time means falling into the reform trap of 
high inflation and economic, social, and political disinte­
gration we see in some other countries (Klaus, 1990, p. 6). 
The transition of the agricultural economy had profound effects on 
all of the people of Eastern Europe. As a rule, under the socialist 
system food was highly subsidized and among the most economically 
distorted sectors. In many cases, the real cost of production was much 
higher than what the consumers were required to pay for it because of 
governmental policies. As it was explained in the Journal of Economic 
Perspectives (Brooks et al., 1991): 
Food, moreover, is highly politicized. Citizens of Eastern 
Europe and the USSR were for decades offered stable, 
subsidized food prices and a steadily improving diet as an 
indication of the superiority of socialism over capitalism, 
and compensation for deficiencies in other aspects of material 
life. It is paradoxical that food assumed this political 
importance, since the economic organization of agriculture in 
socialist economies was particularly ill-suited for production 
of cheap food (Brooks et al., 1991, p. 1941). 
The policy of cheap foodstuffs was one of thé ideological 
priorities of the totalitarian regime (Schimmerling, 1991, p. 
189) . 
Under the former system, production agriculture was collectivized 
into very large farms of 2,000 and 3,000 hectares. In order to supplement 
their standard of living, many people produced food on small plots of 
land. These food-producing units of extreme size differences became 
interdependent in many ways. The socialized large units contracted out 
labor-intensive activities to the private individuals. In turn, the small 
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individual units relied on collectives for their production inputs because 
they did not exist in the marketplace (Brooks et al., 1991). 
Hanus Schimmerling described the agricultural situation after the 
1989 revolution as: 
The starting point for Czechoslovak agriculture can be 
characterized by two indisputable facts: (1) there is a 
relatively and absolutely large quantity of all kinds of 
competitive foodstuffs on offer in the internal markets; 
(2) wage parity between the approximately half a million 
employees of the agrocomplexes and employees of other sectors 
of the national economy has been achieved or even surpassed, 
according to some calculations (Schimmerling, 1991, p. 189). 
He felt that these two facts would make the change to a market economy 
more difficult. 
To understand the consequences of the transition from central 
planning to a market economy, one must understand the old system. 
Understanding the system of financial control in the 
preexisting regime of "classical" socialism is the key to 
understanding what might go wrong in the transition. Under 
classical socialism, all the means of production—industrial 
and agricultural—are state-owned. Output targets, input 
levels, wages and prices are all set by a Stalinist system of 
central planning (McKinnon, 1991, p. 107). 
In the debate over the difficulties of achieving a smooth transition 
from socialist to market economies, Jan Svejnar argued that the 
establishment of a stable macroeconomic economy has been the focus. He 
cites Krquel and Tiviatan's (1990) findings that "evidence from developing 
countries suggests that a one-sided preoccupation with macroeconomic 
issues may be unfortunate as macro-stabilization programs tend to unravel 
in the presence of an inadequate micro-adjustment" (Svejnar, 1991). 
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Because the socialist system introduced microeconomic distortions, 
it will be difficult to achieve macro-stability in the absence of adequate 
micro-adjustments (Svejnar, 1991). 
Radical changes in the socioeconomic character of the agricultural 
system are taking place. "The basic problem of Czech agriculture and food 
reform is not only formulating its objectives but realizing it as 
successfully and rapidly as possible, without any great social sacrifices 
or a significant drop in production or long-term stagnation" 
(Schimmerling, 1991). 
To summarize, as the transition in the agricultural sector continues 
despite the difficulties of decollectivization, land ownership 
transformation, and the liberalization of the markets, progress in the 
agricultural transition is evident. The international community has shown 
its readiness to support the agricultural transition with capital and 
technical assistance (Brooks et al., 1991). 
Evaluation of Training Projects 
The field of evaluation research is scarcely out of its 
infancy as a social scientific activity (Berk and Rossi, 1990, 
p. 98). 
The use of evaluation information for the improvement of any human 
endeavor is the foundation for this study. The process of evaluation and 
the use of the information gathered has been described in several 
different contexts. Evaluation has been described as an act of rendering 
judgments to determine value-worth and merit without questioning or 
diminishing the important role evaluation plays in decision-making and 
political activities (Worthen and Sanders, 1987). 
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Worthen and Sanders (1987) state that there is no widely agreed-upon 
definition of educational evaluation. Some educators equate evaluation 
with measurement, while others define evaluation as the assessment of the 
extent to which specific objectives have been attained. To others, 
evaluation is synonymous with and encompasses nothing more than 
professional judgment. Another school of thought considers evaluation as 
primarily scientific inquiry, whereas others argue that it is essentially 
a political activity. While to the rest, evaluation is the act of 
collecting and providing information to enable decision-makers to function 
more intelligently. 
The practice of evaluating individual performance was evident 
as early as 2000 B.C., when Chinese officials conducted civil 
service examinations to measure proficiency of public 
officials. Greek teachers, such as Socrates, used verbally 
mediated evaluation as part of the learning process. But 
formal evaluations of educational and social programs were 
almost nonexistent until the mid-nineteenth century (Worthen 
and Sanders, 1987, p. 12). 
Lincoln and Cuba cite four different definitions of evaluation as 
follows: 
(1) Determining the congruence between performance and objectives, or 
the conventional summative or impact evaluation. 
(2) Obtaining information for judging decision alternatives is the 
approach of operations research. 
(3) Comparing-actual effects with demonstrated needs is Scriven's goal-
free evaluation. 
(4) Critically describing and appraising an evaluation through 
connoisseurship as in the art world. 
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Formal evaluation, at least of educational and social programs, has 
only recently become a professional field of study, with major 
developments occurring over the past 20 years. 
Evaluation, as an established field, is now in its late 
adolescent years. The bubbling, exciting, fast developing 
childhood years of the late I960's and early 1970's gave way 
in the mid to late 1970's to the less self-assured, serious, 
introspective early adolescent years. Now, in the early 
1980's, evaluation is making the transition from late 
adolescence to adulthood (Worthen and Sanders, 1987, p. 11). 
The past decade in educational evaluation may be called one of 
professionalization as the science of evaluation matured. 
The evaluation manual of Smith and Tyler was the culmination of 
their eight-year study. This manual was to dominate thinking in 
educational evaluation for the next quarter century. Even today, 
evaluators who employ objectives as the basis for determining whether a 
curriculum or program is a success are still often referred to as Tylerian 
evaluators. That is, if the objectives are achieved, the curriculum is 
judged to be successful. 
Years later, work by Bloom and others (1956), Jaba (1962), Knathwohl 
et al. (1964), Metfessel and Michael (1967), Bloom et al. (1971) and many 
others follow the same basic principles as those of Ralph Tyler. 
Anthropologists employ ethnographic techniques within the 
context of a value system that is quite different from the 
values of most other behavioral scientists. Ethnographers do 
not start with specific hypotheses. In fact, they try to put 
aside specific expectations or preconceptions in order to 
avoid the risk that these will bias what they see in the 
observational situation (Borg and Gall, 1989, p. 387). 
According to Holley (1983), public program evaluation cannot be a 
biological model for two reasons. First, it is fraudulent to apply the 
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biological model to social programs. Social program data can never be as 
clean and accurate as biological data, true control groups are politically 
and morally difficult to create, and so forth. Secondly, it is impossible 
to decouple evaluation from policy. Policy sets the criteria, the value 
against which a program is to be measured. 
Fatton (1988) described some of the shortcomings of evaluators. To 
many evaluators, schooled in the purity of scientific truth, a perfect 
world would be one where objective facts reign supreme as the basis for 
all decision making. He goes on to review six different definitions that 
evaluators emphasize in their work. These definitions reveal important 
differences and they were described as: 
(1) The classic approach of Ralph Tyler (1949) was to 
emphasize goals and objectives, so for him (and for the 
thousands of educators and researchers schooled in his 
approach), evaluation is the process of determining the 
extent to which the goals and objectives of a program 
are being attained. . . . However, two points should be 
noted about goals: (1) not all evaluations focus on 
goals, and (2) where goal attainment is the focus in 
evaluation, it is not necessary for all stakeholders to 
agree on goals inasmuch as different outcomes can be 
measured for different stakeholders. 
(2) Many social scientists emphasize scientific rigor in 
their evaluation models, and that emphasis is reflected 
in their definition of the field. For these social 
scientists, evaluation involves primarily the 
application of rigorous social science methods to the 
study of programs (e.g., Bernstein and Freeman, 1975; 
Rossi et al., 1979). These evaluators emphasize the 
importance of experimental designs and quantitative 
measures. 
(3) Evaluation is the process of comparing the relative 
costs and benefits of two or more programs. The 
principles and definitions that undergird evaluation 
models emphasizing the comparative nature of the process 
have emerged in part as a reaction to the narrowness of 
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evaluation when defined as measuring attainment of 
single program's goals (see Alkin and Ellett, 1984). 
(4) Still another definitional variation comes from 
evaluators who highlight the valuation part of 
evaluation. From this perspective evaluation is the 
process of judging a program's value. This final 
judgment, this ultimate determination of relative merit 
or worth, is the sine qua non of evaluation (see Worthen 
and Sanders, 1973:22-26, 120-122; Cuba and Lincoln, 
1981:35-36). 
(5) The emphasis is on choices, decisions, and problem 
resolution. It is quite possible to decide that one 
thing is better than another (e.g., program X versus 
program Y) without making any concrete decision with 
regard to program X or program Y. When evaluation is 
defined as a problem-solving process (Gephart, 1981) or 
as a process that provides information for decision 
making (Thompson, 1975), some action process that goes 
beyond evaluation is given primary emphasis in the 
definition. 
(6) The broad definition I use as a basis for utilization-
focused evaluation takes this approach. The practice of 
evaluation involves the systematic collection of 
information about activities, characteristics, and 
outcomes of programs, personnel, and products for use by 
specific people to reduce uncertainties, improve 
effectiveness, and make decisions with regard to what 
those programs, personnel or products are doing and 
affecting. This definition of evaluation emphasizes 
(1) the systematic collection of information about 
(2) a broad range of topics (3) for use by specific people 
(4) for a variety of purposes (Patton, 1986, p. 143). 
This definition places emphasis on the information needs and interest of 
specific people, such needs including, but not limited to, information 
relevant to making decisions, judgments, comparisons, or goal attainment 
assessments. 
The changes in the needs of education and society resulted in a need 
for changes in evaluation methods. As a result, new models ware developed 
to broaden the usefulness of evaluation results. As Worthen and Sanders 
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(1987) explained it, these models did not solve all the evaluation 
problems, but did expose pitfalls common to earlier evaluation studies. 
Evaluation services include research design, instrument development 
(tests, questionnaires, interview schedules), sampling techniques, data 
collection methodologies (including extensive field contact), data 
analysis, and dissemination activities (Massif and Rubinstein, 1987). 
It is crucial for evaluators to provide technical expertise to 
program managers because doing so legitimizes the evaluator's 
role in the policymaking process at the same time that it 
provides information that administrators need. If evaluators 
did not have technical expertise, they would not have a role 
in policymaking greater than that of ordinary citizens 
(Palumbo, 1987, p. 28). 
In the context of concern with the scientific validity of 
qualitative research and the demand for sound program evaluation, Borg and 
Gall (1989) wrote that the best overall message is to keep evaluators as 
simple as possible. Simple research usually will be sufficiently 
demanding in both design and implementation. Simple data analyses will 
likely tax the best evaluators. There is no such thing as a routine 
evaluation. Adding unnecessary complexity to the evaluation is to turn a 
promising opportunity into almost certain disaster. 
Scriven (1973) suggested that a researcher should not only establish 
good working relationships before starting a research effort, but should 
also maintain these relationships during the time of the research. 
Evaluation has a single goal of determining the worth or merit of whatever 
is being evaluated, but it can serve several different roles. 
Evaluation is the determination of value; it is also the act of 
rendering judgment to determine value, worth, and merit without 
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questioning or diminishing the important roles evaluation plays in 
decision-making and political activities. Evaluation does, of course, 
draw on scientific tradition. It has to be judged in part by scientific 
ideals, and it surely should use all the techniques and principles from 
relevant science that it can, but science is a subordinate part. If 
evaluation is not primarily a scientific activity, what is it? It is 
first and foremost a political activity, a function performed within a 
social system (Worthen and Banders, 1987). While research satisfies 
curiosity by advancing knowledge, evaluation contributes to the solution 
of practical problems. 
An important consideration according to Worthen and Sanders (1987) 
is whatever the purpose of evaluation; the process requires a reflection 
on sensitivity to the values of others if the evaluation is to be 
adequate. 
The evaluator's objectivity is a critical issue in producing 
balanced, accurate, useful evaluation results. Objectivity in 
study design, data gathering, and analysis, while necessary, 
is not sufficient. A conviction by the evaluators to report 
results and promote their effective use is also needed 
(Cummings et al., 1988, p. 65). 
According to Worthen and Sanders (1987), Stake claimed some 
evaluator promises often leap beyond what the proposer has previously 
accomplished, and also beyond the attainment of anyone in the field. It 
may be a question of grave inadequacies in the conceptualization and the 
conducting of many educational evaluations. It may also be a question of 
understanding too little about unforeseen factors that affect the use of 
evaluation information. To promise results that could not possibly be 
attained was one of the biggest mistakes of the evaluators in the 1970s. 
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As House et al. (1982) put it, the expectations of what evaluation 
can accomplish often go beyond common sense limits. 
Though evaluation can be enormously useful, it is generally 
counterproductive for evaluators or those who depend on their 
work to propose evaluation as the ultimate solution to every 
problem or, indeed, as any sort of solution, because 
evaluation in and of itself won't effect a solution though it 
might suggest one (Worthen and Sanders, 1987, p. 9). 
The advantage of an internal evaluator is their first-hand knowledge 
about the program. The disadvantage may be that they are so close to the 
program that they are unable to be completely objective. On the other 
hand, it is difficult for an external evaluator to ever learn as much 
about the program as the people directly involved. 
Anderson and Ball (1978) have noted that knowing who funds an 
evaluation and to whom the evaluator reports largely determines the 
evaluator's financial and administrative dependence. They argue that 
through independent relationships, an external evaluation generally 
enhances the credibility of the study. 
Others question whether external evaluation really results in more 
credible evaluation. Cronbach and his colleagues (1980) are frankly 
unsympathetic to the view that the quality of evaluation is enhanced 
through the use of external reviewers (Worthen and Sanders, 1987). 
Muscatello (1988) wrote that because program evaluators are 
perceived and received with skepticism and suspicion, all evaluators need 
to be extremely aware of the environment in which they operate, its 
potential for change, and its impact on the work they undertake. 
According to Patton (1988), in these times of increasing cost 
consciousness, both government and nongovernment evaluation units are 
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being asked to be accountable. This accountability includes being useful 
at reasonable cost. He argued contrary to much methodological teaching, 
the measurement of program implementation and outcomes need not be 
independent of and separate from program activities. He felt such 
independence and separation is one o£ the things that drives up the cost 
of evaluations. Evaluations can be more cost effective, and more useful, 
if the data collection and program activities are integrated in such a way 
that they are mutually reinforcing and interdependent. 
According to Worthen and Sanders (1987), Scriven first distinguished 
between formative and summative roles of evaluation. Their description of 
the differences was: 
Formative evaluation is conducted during the operation of a 
program to provide program directors evaluation information 
useful in improving the program. 
Summative evaluation is conducted at the end of a 
program to provide potential consumers with judgments about 
the worth or merit (Worthen and Sanders, 1987, p. 34). 
Nowakowski (1987) described the emphasis on formative evaluation and 
the work of Michael Quinn Patton as clients' concerns driven and 
utilization-oriented evaluation. He gave three reasons to consider the 
clients' perspectives; 
(1) To improve the evaluation field to influence the market for 
evaluation services. 
(2) To teach administrators how and when to hire evaluation, which will 
influence evaluation design and quality. 
(3) Because administrators and decision makers play both roles, client 
and evaluator, at different times, they must be helped to 
distinguish between the roles and what is expected of them. 
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Most clients of evaluations have one common concern which he calls a 
terrifying vision whenever they contemplate having someone else evaluate 
one of their prized programs (Gunn, 1987). 
Hé described three types of evaluations as: 
(1) Summative evaluation, to be used in executive decision making about 
future funding. 
(2) Formative evaluation, for program improvement. 
(3) Evaluations are conducted for purely political purposes, as a 
demonstration study. 
Utilization is a function of design, and the need exists to improve 
the design process. Mowbray (1988) built upon Chelimsky's work to 
identify six steps as necessary for maximizing utilization; 
(1) Marketing evaluation as a worthwhile service. 
(2) Developing and focusing policy questions, Chelimsky's step 1. 
(3) Planning and designing the evaluation, Chelimsky's step 2. 
(4) Conducting the evaluation, Chelimsky's step 3. 
(5) Translating findings, Chelimsky's step 4. 
(6) Making people pay attention to evaluation results. 
Successful development of an evaluation agenda depends on two 
critical concepts. The first is the ability to see things in 
the real world as shades of gray as opposed to the black and 
white of theory. . . . The second concept is the realization 
that although the ideal alternative is an admirable pursuit, 
it can well be a fruitless one. The best alternative is one 
that addresses successfully the main concerns providing 
impetus to the request for the evaluation and hence its 
utility (Mowbray, 1988, p. 31). 
Chelimsky (1986) pointed out that in understanding evaluation 
utilization, evaluators are dealing with a process of continual 
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translation for which they must assume a major share of the 
responsibility. 
The primary evaluation function of an agency entails planning, 
coordinating, executing, and monitoring evaluations and disseminating the 
findings (Wargo, 1983). 
Chelimsky (1987) wrote that the technical adequacy of evaluation 
does not stop with preparing the evaluation design. A second factor is 
the appropriateness of the evaluation's execution to the design selected 
and the resources available. 
Palumbo (1987) identified three ways that politics and evaluation 
are related. First, when evaluations are used they become a part of the 
political decision process surrounding the program being evaluated. 
Secondly, evaluations, by taking a position on the measurement of a 
programs quality, become inherently and unavoidably political. Thirdly, a 
negative way that politics and evaluations are related is that an 
evaluation can be undertaken for the express purpose of supporting or 
building the image of a program. 
The political dilemma facing evaluators is to steer a course 
between recognizing the political reality of evaluation and 
retaining the symbolism of neutrality (Palumbo, 1987, p. 20). 
Evaluation research, by using objective and systematic methods, can 
assess the extent to which goals are realized and look at the factors that 
are associated with successful outcomes. Evaluation is a rational 
enterprise that takes place in a political context. Political 
considerations intrude in three ways; political decisions determine the 
policies and programs with which evaluation deals; in order for evaluation 
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to feed into decision making processes, its reports must enter the 
political arena; and evaluation itself has a political importance (Weiss, 
1987). 
According to Chelimsky (1987), there are three very broad purposes 
for evaluation: policy formation, policy execution, and accountability in 
public decision making about public programs. 
Lyons (1981) identified three problems for beginners as needing 
critical attention in evaluation. First, they must give attention to the 
notion of evaluation for decision makers. Second is the notion of 
neutrality of information. Finally, the portrayal of the evaluator as a 
full-time professional needs a much more honest appraisal than seen 
anywhere., 
Gomm (1981) claimed that people who accept positions as evaluators 
place themselves in a vulnerable position—that of being an important and 
under-recorded aspect of evaluation. This vulnerable position sets the 
evaluator up for evaluation. 
Evaluations cannot make decisions. They can provide data, 
identify strengths or weaknesses, and provide varied 
comparative information, but they cannot decide (Smith, 1988, 
p. 7). 
Periodic review is certainly preferable to spasmodic attention 
to crises. Periodic review is a chance to classify both what 
is being attempted and what progress is being made (Eble, 
1988, p. 18). 
As the people of Eastern Europe prepare to cope with a rapidly 
changing world, the use of foreign expertise can help in the 
transformation process. The effectiveness of this assistance is critical 
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to the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic as it prepares for a better 
future. 
The review of literature indicates that the Czech and Slovak Federal 
Republic has a twenty-year history of independence and a forty-year 
history of Communist control upon which to build political reform. That 
they were committed to nonviolent means, if at all possible, was 
demonstrated by their transition away from Communism to democracy with a 
civil movement described as the Velvet Revolution. That they are a people 
who place high value in their cultural heritage was demonstrated by the 
naming of Vaclav Havel, a dissident playwright, as the president of the 
interim government. The twenty-year (1918-1938) history of democracy will 
give the Czech and Slovak people a foundation upon which to build. 
Radical changes in the socioeconomic character of the agricultural 
system are taking place. Despite the difficulties of decollectivization, 
land ownership transformation and the liberalization of the markets, 
progress is evident. Collectively, literature reviewed indicates that the 
international community has shown its readiness to support the 
agricultural transition with capital and technical assistance. 
The review of literature indicates that evaluators have been and 
continue to be concerned about the quality of evaluation methods used by 
professionals who have the responsibility to evaluate the effectiveness of 
programs or projects. 
Evaluators agree that the development, implementation and the use of 
evaluations is not adequate. Recommendations have been made for 
evaluation to become a more integral part of project management. 
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Evaluators could provide expertise, sensitivity, and objectivity to 
project improvement and implementation. 
The use of evaluation in the management of assistance projects is 
increasing. Evaluators indicate that their work can be used to increase 
problem-solving information for more effectively managed projects. 
Evaluation will help projects by providing the link between providers and 
recipients. 
As Eastern Europe and other centrally controlled countries move into 
today's fast moving market oriented society, the need for assistance will 
be in great demand. The development of critical evaluation skills along 
with factual knowledge will greatly help to insure success. International 
training programs for agriculture will continue to change in the future, 
and evaluators will need to master new procedures to improve the 
effectiveness of these programs. 
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CHAPTER III. METHOD AND PROCEDURES 
f 
The principal objective of this study was to assess the relevance 
and usefulness of the Iowa State University "Farm Management in a Market 
Economy Workshop" as perceived by the Czech and Slovak participants. A 
review of the literature revealed several initiatives to assist the people 
of Eastern Europe in their effort to facilitate the movement from a 
command driven economy (society) to a market driven economy (society). 
The review revealed no previous follow-up research published concerning 
the relevance and usefulness of workshops in this effort. 
This chapter is presented under seven major subheadings: 
Description of the Workshop, Development of Instrument, Evaluation Scale 
of Sample, Selection of Sample, Collection of Data, Coding of Data, and 
Analysis of Data. 
Description of Workshop 
Workshop I, "Farm Management in a Market Economy," was conducted by 
three staff members from Iowa State University with over 30 years of 
experience: Dr. Michael Duffy, Associate Professor, Department of 
Economics/Associate Director of the Leopold Center for sustainable 
Agriculture; Dr. Doris Holt, Associate Professor, Department of 
Accounting/Certified Public Accountant; and Mr. James Christy, Instructor, 
Department of Economics/former County Extension Director. 
The workshop was held from January 10 to February 2, 1992. The 
general format was for the workshop team to spend five days (Monday 
through Friday) at each of the three Agriculture Universities (Nitra, 
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Brno, and Prague). The first day was set aside for faculty training and 
technical set-up; the actual workshop took place during Days 2-4; and Day 
5 was set aside for evaluation, follow-up with faculty, and planning for 
future workshops. The weekends were used for travel and sightseeing by 
the workshop team. 
A total of 339 registered workshop participants were in attendance. 
There were several nonregistered faculty and students who participated in 
part of the workshop, but were not considered the primary audience. This 
was especially true in Nitra and Prague. The number of registered 
participants were; 60 at the University of Agriculture in Nitra, 128 at 
the University of Agriculture in Brno, and 151 at the University of 
Agriculture in Prague. 
The workshop was designed for a mixed audience to allow farmers and 
nonfarm specialists to attend and to use the workshop as a tool to promote 
interaction and increase understanding among members of the different 
agricultural sectors. Participant recruitment was focused on those with 
leadership and management potential. 
The workshops were conducted with the use of simultaneous 
interpretation from English to the participants' native language. The 
format was for the Iowa State University professionals to present material 
in lecture form and then divide the participants into smaller discussion 
groups to work on case study problems related to the lectures. Time was 
scheduled for a question and response period after each major activity. 
Each workshop participant was provided with the workshop material in 
printed form in their language. With the aid of simultaneous 
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interpretation and translated printed material, it was possible to enhance 
the sharing of experiences by group members and improve the efficiency of 
the group work. 
The stated objectives of Workshop I were as follows: (1) introduce 
accounting concepts for reporting and planning; (2) present major 
institutions that influence farm management decision making; and 
(3) discuss and explain United States farm management decision making 
process. 
The three-day workshops were divided into informational lectures, 
small group case study activities, question and response periods, and 
evaluation. The subject matter presented in Workshop I, "Farm Management 
in a Market Economy," was: Overview of United States Agriculture Sector, 
Typical Iowa Farm, Farm Accounting, Forecasted Cash Flow, Land Acquisition 
and Financing, Functions of Management, United States Farm Financial 
Crisis, United States Farm Programs and Resource Conservation, and 
Environmental Quality. 
As an important part of the case studies and small group work, each 
small group was asked to report back to the entire workshop the results of 
their group discussions. The reports led to lengthier discussions and 
more questions during the question and response periods of the workshops. 
The workshops were to be both practical and relevant. The work was 
characterized by discussions among the participants and by the exchange of 
experiences. The fact that the participants were from professions at very 
different stages in the economic transformation process proved to be 
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beneficial and stimulating. The complete prograun for Workshop I in Prague 
is contained in Appendix A. 
Development of Instrument 
A questionnaire was developed to collect information related to the 
study objectives by the researcher. It was reviewed by members of the 
Iowa State Agricultural Education and Studies Department. Their 
suggestions were incorporated into a draft for use at the Pilot Workshop 
held in Czechoslovakia in November 14-24, 1991. The presenters at that 
Pilot Workshop were requested to administer the questionnaire and to 
conduct oral evaluations from small discussion groups. 
The design of the Pilot Workshop evaluation was to have participants 
first complete the questionnaire and second, to divide into groups of 
three for small gfoup evaluation. At the end of the discussion period, 
they were requested to report in oral and written form three strengths, 
three weaknesses, and three suggestions for improving the workshop. The 
researcher evaluated the questionnaires of the individual participants and 
compared those results with the small group evaluations to validate the 
questionnaire. The Pilot Workshop evaluations provided the necessary 
information to redesign the final draft of the questionnaire. 
The redesigned instrument was divided into four parts. Part I 
included nine general questions related to the participants' professional 
responsibilities, educational level, understanding of translation and 
general demographic information. Part II included ten questions 
applicable to the usefulness of the workshop and its delivery (systems) to 
the participants' understanding of a market economy. Part III included 
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six questions concerning the organization and overall rating of the 
workshop. Part IV included three questions which provided the 
participants an opportunity to express their opinions regarding the value 
of the workshop in a qualitative manner. 
Evaluation Scale 
To determine the overall perception of the effectiveness of the Farm 
Management Workshop, each participant was asked to respond to the items on 
the questionnaire based on their own individual perceptions and 
experiences while attending the seminar. It was necessary to have the 
original questionnaire translated from English into Czech and Slovak 
because the workshop was conducted in both the Czech and Slovak languages. 
A copy of the questionnaire in all three languages can be found in 
Appendix A. 
The data gathered in Part II and Part III were collected as interval 
data. The respondents were asked to indicate how useful the workshop was 
to them in their efforts to understand a market economy. They were asked 
to rate the perceived usefulness of the ten questions in terms of their 
life experiences and participation in the Farm Management Workshop. A 
Likert-type scale was used to rate the statements. This scale allowed 
each respondent to indicate his/her thinking on each individual usefulness 
statement, with one indicating "Not Useful," two indicating "Of Little 
use," three indicating "Somewhat Useful," four indicating "Useful," and 
five indicating "Very Useful." 
In Part III of the questionnaire, participants were asked to rate 
five statements concerning the organization and structure of the workshop. 
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The scale used in this part was also an interval 1-5 scale, with one 
indicating "Inadequate," two indicating "Less Than Adequate," three 
indicating "Adequate," four indicating "More Than Adequate," and five 
indicating "Outstanding." In Part III, the respondents were asked to 
provide an overall rating of the workshop with one indicating "Poor," two 
indicating "Below Average," three indicating "Average," four indicating 
"Above Average," and five "Excellent." 
Information helpful to identify the effectiveness of the workshop 
under investigation was gathered from resource people, particularly the 
Needs Assessment Team, the Pilot Workshop Team, and the experiences of the 
researcher in evaluating the 13th International Seminar for the Promotion 
of Rural Youth Work held in the summer of 1986. 
The researcher drafted ten statements which addressed the relevance, 
the delivery methods, and presentation of materials. Five statements were 
also drafted addressing the mechanics of the workshop and one statement 
addressing the concern the overall value of the workshop. These 
statements were developed to measure how helpful the workshop was in 
meeting the objectives of the Project. Seven, additional questions were 
included seeking descriptive information about the participants. Thé 
items developed for the evaluation instrument were arranged in logical 
order and then typed for the participants to respond. 
Selection of Sample 
The population identified for study in this investigation'was all of 
the 339 Czech and Slovak professionals who participated in the Farm 
Management, Workshop. The participants represented agriculturalists from 
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management, the universities, and the government who participated in 
workshops held at the three major agriculture universities in the Czech 
and Slovak Federal Republic who were invited to participate in the 
workshops through public invitation. 
Collection of Data 
The workshop evaluation instrument developed to collect data from 
the participants was translated, printed, and administered to the Pilot 
Workshop participants to determine its validity. After the analysis of 
the Pilot Workshop evaluation, the final instrument was developed, 
translated and printed in both the Czech and Slovak languages. The 
researcher traveled with the Farm Management Workshop Team to personally 
observe the workshops and administer the workshop evaluations. On 
Thursday, at each of the three area workshop sties, time was scheduled for 
evaluation and discussion. A copy of the workshop agenda can be found in 
Appendix B. The researcher requested all participants to complete the 
evaluation instrument at that time. A few of the participants were not in 
attendance on the third day for unknown reasons, which explains the less 
than 100 percent response. The researcher gave the workshop participants 
an opportunity to orally evaluate the workshop in an open discussion 
forum. The results of this qualitative evaluation are included as part 
of the discussion chapter of this study. The Workshop evaluation 
instruments were collected before the participants left the workshops 
at all three sites—Nitra, Brno, and Prague. The instruments were 
hand-carried back to Iowa State University for coding and evaluation. 
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Coding of Data 
Each questionnaire was carefully reviewed for missing data or data 
that did not fit within the scale boundaries as defined in the 
questionnaire. After each questionnaire was reviewed, the researcher 
transferred those data onto IBM PC on Word Perfect. The data were loaded 
onto the Iowa State University Computer Center Wylbur program for 
preliminary analysis. The data were transferred a second time by the 
researcher onto IBM spreadsheet program for analysis using SPSS 
statistical package. The frequencies from this analysis were compared to 
the preliminary analysis from the Wylbur run to determine if errors could 
be found in the transfer of data from the instruments to the spreadsheets. 
Ten individual instruments were double-checked for accuracy. 
Analysis of Data 
The data were analyzed using frequencies, means, standard 
deviations, t-test, and one-way analysis of variance. The .05 alpha level 
of confidence was used in determining significant differences among means. 
A reliability test of the instrument using Cronbach's procedure resulted 
in an overall alpha level of .8288 and a standardized alpha of .8260. The 
alpha scores recorded were high, indicating that the respondents tended to 
react to instrument items similarly. An alpha level of .7782 was realized 
for items reflecting the usefulness of the workshops, and an alpha level 
of .7949 was realized for items reflecting the effectiveness of planning 
and organizing the workshops. Duncan's Multiple Range post-hoc test was 
used to determine where differences existed between means when 
statistically significant differences were observed among means. 
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CHAPTER IV. FINDINGS 
This chapter focuses on providing information that satisfies the 
purpose and objectives of this study. Information is organized under 
several headings related to the study objectives. 
Demographic Information 
The workshop was presented at three different universities in the 
Czech and Slovak Federal Republic Agriculture Universities in Nitra, Brno, 
and Prague. The type of professional responsibility engaged in by the 
respondents is presented in Table 1. It was observed that 5.6 percent of 
the respondents were agribusiness managers, 8.4 percent government 
officials, 6.8 percent university personnel, 53.4 percent personnel of 
state or coop farms, 8.4 percent private farmers, 7.6 percent personnel of 
Table 1. Professional responsibility of the respondents by workshop 
location 
Workshop location 
Responsibility Nitra Brno Prague Composite 
N % N % N % N % 
Agribusiness manager 1 2.2 9 10.5 4 3.3 14 5.6 
Government official 5 11.1 5 5.8 11 9.2 21 8.4 
University personnel 6 13.3 4 4.7 7 5.8 17 6.8 
Personnel state/coop farm 18 40.0 56 65.1 60 50.0 134 53.4 
Private farmer 3 6.7 5 5.8 13 10.8 21 8.4 
Personnel research 
institution 3 6.7 1 1.2 15 12.5 19 7.6 
Student 4 8.9 6 7.0 8 6.7 18 7.2 
Other 5 11.1 0 0.0 2 1.7 7 2.8 
Total 45^ 100.0 86 100.0 120 100.0 251 100.0 
^Missing data from one respondent. 
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research institutions, 7.2 percent students and 2.8 percent others (did 
not feel the profession list included their profession). 
Data in Table 2 reveal the years in current employment (position) 
and the percentage of respondents from each group. It was observed that 
there was 18.8 percent of the participants with one or less years of 
experience in their present position and a cumulative percentage of 
participants of 39.6 percent in the first two groups. These participants 
represent the individuals who had attained their present employment 
(position) since the Velvet Revolution. 
Descriptive information about the respondents is presented in Table 
3. It was observed that the respondents ranged in age from 20 to 68 
years. It was observed that 15.9 percent of the respondents were female. 
Table 2. Years respondents were in current position by workshop location 
Workshop location 
Years Nitra Brno Prague Composite 
% N % , N % N % 
0 — 1 8 20.0 17 20.2 20 17.2 45 18.8 
2 - 3 5 12.5 21 25.0 24 20.7 50 20.8 
4 - 5 7 17.5 8 9.5 14 12.1 28 11.7 
6 — 9 5 12.5 8 9.5 15 12.9 27 11.3 
10 - 14 3 7.5 10 11.9 11 9.5 24 10.0 
15 - 19 4 10.0 6 7.1 12 10.3 22 9.2 
20 - 24 6 12.5 8 9.5 8 6.9 20 8.3 
25 - 50 4 7.5 6 7.1 12 10.3 21 8.8 
Total 40 100.0 84 100.0 116 100.0 237 100.0 
Mean years 9.7 8.9 9.2 9.2 
for each group was 46, 86, 120 (Nitra, Brno, Prague, 
respectively) Missing data range from 2 to 6 for each group 
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Table 3. Age, gender and education of respondents by workshop location 
Workshop location 
Age, gender, 
education Nitra Brno Prague Composite 
N % N % N % N % 
Age 
20-25 5 10.9 10 11.6 9 7.5 24 9.5 
26-35 12 26.1 23 26.7 49 40.8 84 33.3 
36-45 17 37.0 38 44.2 28 23.3 83 32.9 
46-59 11 23.9 12 14.0 27 22.5 50 19.8 
60—68 1 2.2 3 3.5 7 5.8 11 4.4 
Total 46 100.0 86 100.0 120 100.0 252 100.0 
Mean age 38.3 38.5 38.9 38.7 
Gender 
Male 40 87.0 70 81.4 102 85.0 212 84.1 
Female 6 13.0 16 18.6 18 15.0 40 15.9 
Total 46 100.0 86 100.0 120 100.0 252 100.0 
Education 
Less than 
secondary 1 2.2 0 0.0 1 0.8 2 0.8 
Secondary 8 17.4 23 26.7 25 20.8 56 22.2 
B.S./B.A. 
.degree 33 71.7 61 70.9 86 71.7 180 71.4 
Graduate 
studies 4 8.7 2 2.3 8 6.7 14 5.6 
Total 46 100.0 86 100.0 120 100,0 252 100.0 
Approximately three-fourths (77 percent) of the respondents indicated that 
they had earned a college education. 
The data (by location) describing workshop experience and the desire 
to participate in future internationally workshops presented by Iowa State 
University is displayed in Table 4. It was observed that participation in 
Workshop I was the first international workshop experience for 55.2 
percent of the respondents. An unexplained observation was that there was 
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Table 4. Workshop experience and future participation of respondents 
by workshop location^ 
Workshop location 
Work experience and 
future participation Nitra Brno Prague Composite 
N» % N % N % N % 
Was this your first 
experience participating 
in an internationally 
presented workshop? 
Yes 21 47.7 44 51.2 73 60.8 138 55.2 
No 23 52.3 42 48.8 47 39.2 112 44.8 
Total 44 100.0 86 100.0 120 100.0 250 100.0 
In the future, would you 
like to participate in 
other I.S.U.-related 
international workshops? 
Yes 45 100.0 77 90.6 111 94.9 233 94.3 
No 0 0.0 8 9.4 6 5.1 14 5.7 
Total 45 100.0 85 100.0 117 100.0 247 100.0 
^Missing data from one respondent. 
for each group was 46, 86, 120 (Nitra, Brno, Prague, 
respectively). Missing data range from 1 to 3 for each group. 
a high percentage (60.8 percent) of the respondents who had participated 
in the Prague workshop indicating this was their first international 
workshop. Because Prague is the capital city, one might expect that the 
participants in that region of the country would have greater access to 
international workshops. The high percentage can be partially explained 
by the understanding that this workshop was designed for agriculturalists 
and a great number of the workshops presented in the Prague area are 
concerned with other development issues. 
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The participants were also asked whether in the future they would 
like to participate in other Iowa State University-related international 
workshops. Approximately 94 percent of the participants responded in the 
affirmative. 
Responses to the Evaluation Statements 
The main purpose of this study was to assess the relevance and 
organization of the first workshop on Farm Management, presented as a part 
of the overall Iowa State University and Czech and Slovak Federal 
Republic's Management Training and Economic Education Project, as 
perceived by the participants. More specifically, the study was designed 
to determine if the participants felt they were able to understand the 
information presented, if they felt it was useful in their efforts to 
understand a market economy, and how effectively planned and organized 
they perceived the workshop to be. Data were collected on eighteen 
statements pertaining to these specific objectives. All of the 
participants received the same questionnaire in their native language 
(Slovak in Nitra, Czech in Brno, and Prague). The mean scores and 
standard deviations were calculated for each statement, and an overall 
mean and standard deviation for each of the three specific objectives. 
Data in Table 5 reveal the respondents' perceptions of their ability 
to understand the information presented. The table presents the 
frequencies and percentages by location of workshops. . 
It was observed that 99.2 percent of the respondents indicated they 
either completely understood (59.4 percent) or understood .most (39.8 
percent) of the information presented in the workshop. 
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Table 5. Understanding of information and translation rating of the 
respondents by workshop location^ 
Workshop location 
Understanding of informa-
ation and quality of Nitra Brno Prague Composite 
language translation 
N» % N % N % N % 
To what extent were you 
able to understand the 
information presented in 
the workshop? 
Completely understood 30 66.7 50 58.8 68 57.1 148 59.4 
Understood most 14 31,1 34 40.0 51 42.9 99 39.8 
Partially understood 1 2.2 1 1.2 0 0.0 2 0.0 
Did not understand 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Total 45 100.0 85 100.0 119 100.0 249 100.0 
How would you rate the 
quality of language 
translation for the 
workshop? 
Excellent 10 22.7 29 34.9 60 51.3 99 40.6 
Very good 22 50.0 43 51.8 44 37.6 109 44.7 
Good 11 25.0 11 13.3 13 11.1 35 14.3 
Not very good 1 2.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.0 
Poor 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Total 44 looio 83 100.0 117 100.0 244 100.0 
^Missing data from one respondent for each location, 
for each group was 46, 86, 120 (Nitra, Brno, Prague, 
respectively). Missing data range from 2 to 3 for each group. 
It was noted that 72.7 percent of the respondents from the Nitra 
site responded that they felt the quality of language translation was 
excellent (22.7 percent) or very good (50 percent), whereas at both Brno 
(86.7 percent) and Prague (85.1 percent) the respondents felt the quality 
of the translation was considered excellent or very good. 
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The respondents scored the workshop's usefulness in their effort to 
understand a market economy as useful to very useful, with an overall mean 
of 4.24 (Table 6). It was further observed that the respondents scored 
the usefulness of the workshop's question and response periods (4.57) 
highest. The lowest mean score (3.91) was observed for audio visual 
presentations. The respondents from the Brno and Prague sites were 
particularly low—3.86 and 3.87, respectively. 
Table 6. Means and standard deviations for participant perception of 
workshop by location^ 
. Workshop location 
How useful was the 
workshop to you in Nitra Brno Prague Composite 
your efforts to (N=43 (N=83 (N=116 (N=247 
understand a market to 46) to 86) to 120) to 252) 
economy? 
M SD M SD M SD M SD 
Relevance of topic to 
your needs 4 .20 0 .89 3. 98 0.90 4 .14 0. 75 4. 10 0.83 
Relevance to the 
country's needs 4 .11 0 .86 3. 92 0.91 4 .12 0. 94 4. 05 0.92 
Translation of lectures 4 .23 0 .61 4. 31 0.80 4 .53 0. 64 4. 40 0.70 
Format and teaching 
methods 4 .30 0 .84 4. 37 0.62 4 .40 0. 64 4. 37 0.68 
Audiovisual presentations 4 .11 0 .92 3. 86 0.97 3 .87 0. 92 3. 91 0.94 
Instructor's examples 4 .26 0 .68 4. 21 0.81 4 .28 0. 71 4. 25 0.74 
Printed material handed 
out 4 .43 0 .70 4. 31 0.96 4 .48 0. 69 4. 41 0.75 
Question and response 
periods 4 .63 0 .57 4. 53 0.75 4 .58 0. 65 4. 57 0.67 
Information presented 4 .22 0 .79 4. 08 0.71 4 .23 0. 65 4. 18 0.70 
Case study activities 4 .11 0 .80 4. 09 0.84 4 .22 0. 68 4. 16 0.76 
Overall mean 4 .26 0 .77 4. 17 0.83 4 .29 0. 73 4. 24 0.77 
^Scale: 1 = Not useful, 2 = Of little use, 3 = Useful, 4 = Useful, 
5 = Very useful. 
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Mean and standard deviation scores for questions related to the 
organization and schedule of the workshop are presented in Table 7. The 
respondents rated the organization of the workshop highest with a mean of 
4.25. The question concerning the amount of time planned to cover 
material had the lowest mean score (3.88). The mean scores for this 
question were very similar at all three sites—Nitra 3.88, Brno 3.87, and 
Prague 3.88. The overall mean (4.06) indicated that the respondents felt 
the workshop was more than adequately organized. 
Table 7. Means and standard deviations for workshop structural rating 
by workshop location^ 
Workshop location 
Nitra Brno Prague Composite 
(N=43 (N=83 (N=117 (N=244 
How would you rate: to 45) to 85) to 119) to 249) 
M SD M SD . M SD M SD 
The organization of the 
workshop? 4. 18 0.68 4. 17 0.83 4.35 0.70 4.25 0.74 
The explanation of the 
purpose of the workshop? 4. 04 0.80 3. 87 0.87 4.00 0.79 3.96 0.82 
The amount of time planned 
to cover the material? 3. 88 0.76 3. 87 0.87 3.88 0.81 3.88 0.82 
Your satisfaction with 
the daily schedule 
(frequency and number of 
breaks, class starting 
and ending times, leisure 
time)? 4. 02 0.84 4. 18 0.73 4.16 0.80 4.14 0.78 
The time allowed for your 
participation in the 
activities? 4. 14 0.73 4. 06 0.86 4.03 0.80 4.06 0.81 
Overall mean 4. 05 0.76 4. 03 0.83 4.08 0.78 4.06 0.79 
®Scale; 1 = Inadequate, 2 = Less than adequate, 3 = Adequate, 4 = 
More than adequate, 5 = Outstanding. 
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The respondents were asked to provide an overall rating of the 
workshop. Mean and standard deviation scores for this question are 
presented in Table 8. It was observed that the respondents rated the 
workshop above average with a mean of 4.07. The overall mean (4.19) was 
higher for the respondents from the Prague site when compared to the 
overall means observed from the respondents from Nitra (3.98) and Brno 
(3.97). 
Table 8. Means and standard deviations for overall workshop rating by 
workshop location^ 










to 119) to 249) 
M SD M SD M SD M SD 
Overall rating of the 
workshop 3.98 0.70 3.97 0.73 4.19 0.51 4.07 0.63 
®Scale; 1 = Poor, 2 = Below average, 3 = Average, 4 = Above 
average, 5 = Excellent. 
Perceived Extent Participants Were Able to 
Understand Information 
Mean, standard deviation scores, and F-values for the extent 
participants were able to understand information are presented in Table 9. 
The participants were asked: To what extent were you able to understand 
the information presented in the workshop? The overall mean (4.59) 
suggested a high level of understanding of the information presented in 
the workshop. As reported in Table 5, 99.2 percent of the participants 
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Table 9. Test for understanding of information presented in the workshop 
by selected groupings 
P- F-
Level of understanding No. Mean SD ratio prob. 
Workshop location 
Nitra 45 4.64 0.53 
Brno 85 4.58 0.52 
Prague 119 4.57 0.50 
Overall mean 249 4.59 0.51 
Respondent age 
20-25 24 4.38 0.49 
26-35 83 4.64 0.48 
36-45 82 4.57 0.55 
46-59 50 4.56 0.50 
60—68 10 4.90 0.32 
Overall mean 249 4.59 0.51 
Years in current position (four groups) 
0-1 44 4.55 0.55 
2-5 78 4.62 0.49 
6-14 52 4.63 0.49 
15-50 63 4.52 0.53 
Overall mean 237 4.58 0.51 
Years in current position (eight groups) 
0-1 44 4.55 0.55 
2-3 50 4.64 0.48 
4-5 28 4.57 0:50 
6-9 28 4.61 0.50 
10-14 24 4.67 0.48 
15-19 22 4.45 0.60 
20-24 21 4.52 0.51 
25 or more 20 4.60 0.50 
Overall mean 237 4. 58 0.51 
Professions (three groups) 
Agribusiness manager, private 
farmer, other 50 4.62 0.49 
Government officials, research 
institutions & university personnel 57 4.58 0.53 
State and coop farm personnel 134 4.59 0.51 






Table 9. (Continued) 
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F- F-
Level of understanding No. Mean SD ratio prob. 
Professions (four groups) 
Agribusiness manager, private 
farmer, other 50 4. 62 0. 49 
Government officials 21 4. 62 0. 59 
University and research institution 
personnel 36 4. 56 0. 50 
State and coop farm personnel 134 4. 59 0. 51 
Overall mean 241 4. 59 0. 51 
Professions (seven groups) 
Agribusiness manager 13 4. 85 0. 38 
Government official 21 4. 62 0. 59 
University personnel 17 4. 65 0. 49 
State and coop farm personnel 134 4. 59 0. 51 
Private farmer 21 4. 48 0. 51 
Research institution personnel 19 4. 47 0. 51 
Other 16 4. 63 0. 50 
Overall mean 241 4. 59 0. 51 
0.1308 0.9417 
0.9461 0.4627 
indicated they either completely understood or understood most of the 
information. The participants' responses were grouped seven different 
ways to determine if there were any significant differences in their 
responses. It was observed that when the respondent ages were considered, 
the older participants (60-68 years old) had the highest mean (4.90) for 
understanding, and the youngest group had the lowest mean (4.38). It was 
further observed that the agribusiness manager group had a mean of 4.85, 
and the private farmers and research institution personnel had mean scores 
of 4.48 and 4.47, respectively. 
Data in Table 10 compare the responses to the same question when 
considering gender, level of education, past workshop experience, and if 
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Table 10. Test for understanding of information presented in the workshop 
by selected groupings 
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respondents planned to participate in future Iowa State University 
workshops. Mean scores, standard deviations, and t-values were 
determined. It was observed that there was a significant difference in 
mean scores when respondent? were grouped by level of education. 
Participants with a college degree indicated a higher level of 
understanding, with a mean of 4.65 compared to a mean of 4.39 for 
participants with less than a B.S./B.A. degree. Other differences were 
observed, but were not statistically significant. 
Data in Table 11 compare the responses to the question concerning 
the quality of language translation for the workshop. Significant 
differences existed among the means of the three workshop location groups. 
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Table 11. Test for respondents' perception of language translation 
quality by selected groupings 
P- F-
Perception of translation No. Mean SD ratio prob. 
Workshop location 
Nitra 44 3.93 0.76 
Brno 83 4.22 0. 66 
Prague 117 4.40 0.68 
Overall mean 244 4.25 0.71 
Respondent age 
20-25 23 3.96 0.64 
26-35 84 4.27 0.75 
36-45 78 4.36 0.66 
46-59 49 4.12 0.70 
60-68 10 4.60 0.70 
Overall mean 244 4.25 0.71 
Years in current position (four groups) 
0-1 45 4.18 0.75 
2-5 76 4.22 0.72 
6-14 52 4.37- 0.63 
15-50 60 4.25 0.73 
Overall mean 233 4.25 0.71 
Years in current position (eight groups) 
0-1 45 4.18 0.75 
2-3 48 4.31 0.72 
4-5 28 4.07 0.72 
6—9 28 4.36 0.68 
10-14 24 4.38 0.58 
15-19 21 4.33 0.66 
20-24 19 4.16 0.83 
25 or more 20 4.25 0.72 
Overall mean 233 4.25 0.71 
Professions (three groups) 
Agribusiness manager, private 
farmer, other 51 4.25 0.66 
Government officials, research 
institutions and university 
personnel 56 4.21 0.73 
State and coop farm personnel 131 4.28 0.72 







Table 11. (Continued) 
F- P-
Perception of translation No. Mean SD ratio prob. 
Professions (four groups) 
Agribusiness manager, private 
farmer, other 51 4. ,25 0. 66 
Government officials 21 4. ,33 0. 80 
University and research 
institution personnel 35 4. 14 0. 69 
State and coop farm personnel 131 4.. 28 0. 72 
Overall mean 238 4. 26 0. 71 
Professions (seven groups) 
Agribusiness manager .13 3. 92 0. 76 
Government official 21 4. 33 0. 80 
University personnel 16 4. 31 0. 70 
State and coop farm personnel 131 4. 28 0. 72 
Private farmer 21 4. 43 0. 60 
Research institution personnel 19 4. 00 0. 67 
Other 17 4. 29 0. 59 
Overall mean 238 4. 26 0. 71 
0.4396 0.7249 
1.2130 0.3003 
A high mean (4.40) was observed for the Prague group, and a low mean 
(3.93) was observed for the Nitra group. In addition, significant 
differences existed among the means of the respondent age groups. A high 
mean (4.60) was observed for the 60-68 age group, and a lower mean (3.96) 
for the 20-25 age group and the 45-59 age group mean (4.12). It should be 
noted that these means are quite high, with 5 representing excellent and 1 
representing poor quality language translation. 
Data in Table 12 compare the responses to the same questions when 
considering gender, level of education, past workshop experience, and 
if respondents plan to participate in future Iowa State University 
workshops. Mean scores, standard deviations, and t-values were 
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Table 12. Test for respondents' perception of language translation 
quality by selected groupings 















Level of education 






























determined. It was observed that there were no significant differences 
found. 
Perceived Usefulness of Workshop to Participants in their 
Effort to Understand a Market Economy 
Data in Tables 13 through 21 and those tables contained in Appendix 
B compare the responses to the ten statements related to this study's 
second objective—to determine if the participants felt the workshop was 
useful in their efforts to understand a market economy. Data in Table 13 
compare how the location groups responded to the ten statements concerning 
the usefulness of the workshop in their effort to understand a market 
economy. The lowest composite mean score (3.91) was observed for audio 
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Table 13. Test for participant perception of how useful the workshop was 
in your effort to understand a market economy by location 
Location Com­
pos­ F- F-
Statement Nitra Brno Prague ite ratio prob. 


























































































































°SD = Standard deviation. 
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Table 13. (Continued) 
Location Com­
pos­ F- F-





























visuals. It was observed that the highest mean score (4.57) was for the 
question and response period in developing their understanding. All 
location groups scored the workshop's effectiveness in developing their 
understanding rather high. 
Data in Table 14 compare the responses when the participants were 
grouped by age of respondent. The oldest group's (60-68 years) overall 
mean score was 4.55, and the age group 36-45 years had an overall mean of 
3.95. A high mean of 4.73 was observed for the age group of 60-68 years 
for both the value of translation and teaching methods statements. An 
even higher mean score (4.91) was observed for this age group. The lowest 
group mean (3.79) was observed for the 20-25 year old age group for the 
usefulness of audio visuals. 
Data in Table 15 compare the responses when participants were 
grouped by the number of years they have held their current position of 
employment. The respondents who have been in their positions for 2-5 
years had the highest mean score (4.64) for question and response period. 
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Table 14. Test for participant perception of how useful the workshop was 
in your effort to understand a market economy by age 
Age of respondent Com-
pos- F- F-
Statement 20-25 26-35 36-45 46-59 60-68 ite ratio prob. 
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Teaching methods 24 
4.25 
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1.1329 0.3415 







































































































°SD = Standard deviation. 
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Table 14. (Continued) 
Statement 
Age of respondent Com-
pos- F- F-
20-25 26-35 36-45 46-59 60-68 ite ratio prob. 



































Table 15. Test for participant perception of how useful the workshop was 
in your effort to understand a market economy by years in 
current position 
Years in current position Com-
pos- F- F-
Statement 0-1 2-5 6-14 15-50 ite ratio prob. 









52 63 239 
3.92 4.32 4.09 
0.81 0.71 0.84 
52 63 237 
3.85 4.33 4.03 





°SD = Standard deviation. 
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Table 15. (Continued) 
Years in current position Com-
pos- F- F-
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Significant differences among group mean scores were observed for the 
statements: relevance to need, relevance to country, and instructor's 
examples. When asked about the usefulness of the workshop topic in 
relation to their needs and understanding of a market economy, the 
respondents with 15 or more years of experience in their current positions 
responded with a significantly higher mean (4.32) when compared to the 
group with one year or leas of experience (3.96) or the group with 6-14 
years of experience (3.92). It was also observed that the respondents 
with 15 or more years of experience responded with a significantly higher 
mean (4.33) than all three of the other groups. It was further observed 
that the group with only one year of experience responded with a 
significantly lower mean (4.00) than did the two groups with the highest 
number of years of experience in their current position. 
Data in Table 16 reveal significant differences among the mean 
scores, given by the respondents with different professional 
responsibilities, about how useful they felt the workshop was in their 
efforts to understand a market economy. Group 2 (government officials, 
research institutes, and university personnel) had a significantly higher 
mean score (4.32) when compared to Group 3 (state and coop farm personnel) 
(4.00), when responding to the statement concerning relevance to their 
needs. It was observed that Group 2 (government officials, research 
institutes and university personnel) had a higher mean (4.58) than either 
of the other two groups when responding to the statement relating to the 
teaching methods. 
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Table 16. Test for participant perception of how useful the workshop was 





Statement Group Group Group ite ratio prob. 
12 3 
Relevance to need Nb 53 56 133 242 
4.13 4.32 4.00 4.10 
sod 0.92 0.69 0.83 0.83 
Relevance to 53 57 131 241 
country 4.15 4.23 3.91 4.04 
0.86 0.87 0.93 0.91 
Value of 53 56 133 242 
translation 4.38 4.55 4.36 4.41 
0.66 0.57 0.75 0.70 
Teaching methods 53 57 134 244 
4.30 4.58 4.35 4.39 
0.70 0.60 0.64 0.65 
Audio visuals 53 57 134 244 
3.85 3.95 3.93 3.92 
0.95 1.14 0.83 0.93 
Instructor's 53 57 130 240 
examples 4.23 4.37 4.25 4.27 
0.67 0.84 0.72 0.74 
Printed material 53 55 133 241 
4.45 4.56 4.34 4.41 















^Group 1 = Agribusiness manager, private farmer, other career; Group 
2 = Government official, research institute personnel, university 
personnel; Group 3 = State and coop farm personnel. 
= Number. 
= Mean. 
^SD = Standard deviation. 
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ite ratio prob. 
Question and 51 56 134 241 
response 4.55 4.59 4.57 4.57 0.0495 0.9517 
sod 0.70 0.63 0.68 0.67 
Usefulness of 53 57 133 243 
information 4.17 4.30 4.09 4.16 1.5306 0.2185 
0.80 0.73 0.74 0.76 
Case studies 52 57 133 242 
4.25 4.28 4.26 4.26 0.0294 0.9710 
0.79 0.70 0.74 0.74 
Overall means 53 57 133 242 
4.25 4.37 4.21 4:25 1.5171 0.3993 
0.78 0.73 0.77 0.77 
Data in Table 17 reveal the means. standard deviations and F-values 
for the different professional groups participating in the workshop. It 
was observed that the mean score (4.75) was particularly high for the 
government officials group. The lowest group mean (3.62) was observed for 
private farmers. 
Data in Table 18 reveal significant differences among the 
respondents' group mean scores given by the different gender for the 
statement of the value of translation. The highest mean score (4.69) 
observed was for the usefulness of question and answer periods by female 
respondents. 
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Table 17. Test for participant perception of how useful the workshop 




Statement Grp. Grp. Grp. Grp. Grp. Grp. Grp. pos- F- F-















M° 4.07 4.29 



















17 133 21 
4.41 4.00 4.38 
0.80 0.83 0.74 
17 131 21 
4.12 3.91 4.05 
0.93 0.93 1.12 
16 133 21 
4.75 4.36 4.48 
0.58 0.75 0.60 
17 134 21 
4.47 4.35 4.52 
0.72 0.64 0.60 
17 134 21 
3.82 3.93 3.62 
1.51 0.83 0.92 
17 130 21 
4.24 4.25 4.10 
0.97 0.72 0.62 
16 133 21 
4.50 4.34 4.52 
0.72 0.68 0.77 
18 18 242 
4.28 3.89 4.10 
0.57 1.13 0.83 
19 18 241 
4.42 4.22 4.04 
0.84 0.65 0.91 
19 18 242 
4.37 4.17 4.41 
0.60 0.71 0.70 
19 18 244 
4.58 4.17 4.39 
0.61 0.71 0.65 
19 18 244 
4.11 3.94 3.92 
0.94 1.00 0.93 
19 18 240 
4.58 4.28 4.27 
0.51 0.67 0.74 
18 18 241 
4.72 4.33 4.41 








®Group 1 = Agribusiness manager; Group 2 = Government official; 
Group 3 = University personnel; Group 4 = State and coop farm personnel; 
Group 5 = Private farmer; Group 6 = Research institute personnel; Group 7 
= Other career. 
= Number. 
= Mean. 
^SD = Standard deviation. 
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Grp. Grp. Grp. Grp. Grp. Grp. Grp. pos-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ite 
F- F-
ratio prob. 
Question and 14 20 17 134 19 19 18 241 
response 4. 50 4. 75 4. 47 4.57 4. 58 4. 53 4. 56 4.57 0. 3410 0. 9146 
0. 76 0. 55 0. 72 0,68 0. 77 0. 61 0. 62 0.67 
Usefulness of 14 21 17 133 19 19 18 241 
information 4. 29 4. 43 4. 24 4.13 4. 32 4. 37 3. 94 4.19 1. 3778 0. 2243 
0. 61 0. 60 0. 75 0.70 0. 58 0. 60 0. 80 0.69 
Case studies 14 21 17 133 21 19 18 243 
4. 07 4. 43 4. 00 4.09 4. 38 4. 42 4. 00 4.16 1. 6273 0. 1403 
0. 83 0. 60 0. 94 0.74 0. 67 0. 61 0. 91 0.76 
Overall means 14 21 17 133 21 19 18 242 
4. 27 4. 40 4. 30 4.19 4. 30 4. 44 4. 15 4.25 1. 1924 0. 3755 
0. 75 0. 69 0. 86 0.76 0. 74 0. 64 0. 81 0.76 
Table 18. Test for participant perception of how useful the workshop 

















- 0 . 6 6  0.513 









°SD = Standard deviation. 
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When comparing the mean scores of the respondents, grouped by their 
level of education, those with a college degree and those without, and 
grouped by past workshop experience, who had attended other international 
workshops and those who had not, it was observed that there were no 
significant differences among the mean scores for each statement, these 
observations were made based on data presented in Tables 19 and 20. 
Data in Table 21 reveal significant differences among the group mean 
scores when grouped by those who planned to participate in future Iowa 
State University workshops and those who did not plan to participate in 
the future. It was observed that the respondents who planned to attend 
future Iowa State University workshops responded with higher mean scores 
to the statements, relevance of topic to your needs, relevance to the 
country's needs, and case study activities. 
Table 19. Test for participant perception of how useful the workshop was 
in your effort to understand a market economy by level of 
education 
Level of education 












0 . 8 6  
1.34 0.180 






0 . 2 1  0.831 
= Number. 
= Mean. 
°SD = Standard deviation. 
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Table 19. (Continued) 
Statement 
Level of education 































































Case studies 57 
4.09 













Table 20. Test for participant perception of how useful the workshop was 



























0 .06  0.954 
Value of translation 136 
4.38 



























0 . 2 0  0.840 
Printed material 134 
4.40 




- 0 . 2 1  0.834 









®SD = standard deviation. 
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Statement Yes No value prob. 
Usefulness of 135 112 
information 4.12 4.24 -1.38 0.169 
SD° 0.72 0.66 
Case studies 137 111 
4.22 4.08 1.42 0.156 
0.76 0.76 
Overall means 136 111 
4.23 4.24 -0.11 0.577 
0.78 0.76 
Table 21. Test for participant perception of how useful the workshop was 
in your effort to understand a market economy by future Iowa 
State University workshop participation 
Future participation 
t- t-
Statement Yes No value prob. 
Relevance to 231 
need 4.16 
SD° 0.77 




3.14 3.43 0.004 
1.10  
14 
3.50 2.30 0.023 
1 . 1 6  
= Number. 
= Mean. 
°SD = Standard deviation. 
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Table 21. (Continued) 
Future participation 
t- t-
Statement Yes No value prob. 
Value of N® 229 14 
translation 4.41 4.21 0.67 0.511 
SD° 0.68 1.05 
Teaching methods 233 14 
4.37 4.36 0.06 0.949 
0.68 0.75 
Audio visuals 233 14 
3.94 3.64 1.18 0.240 
0.91 1.22 
Instructor's 229 14 
examples 4.28 3.93 1.73 0.085 
0.74 0.73 
Printed material 229 13 
4.42 4.46 -0.18 0.858 
0.73 0.97 
Question and 230 14 
response 4.58 4.36 1.20 0.233 
0.66 0.84 
Usefulness of 230 14 
information 4.21 3.71 1.84 0.088 
0.67 0.99 
Case studies 231 14 
4.20 3.50 3.46 0.001 
0,74 0.76 
Overall means ' 230 14 
4.27 3.88 1.57 0.299 
0.75 0.96 
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Perceived Effectiveness of the Planning and 
Organization of the Workshop 
Data in Table 22 reveal significant differences among mean scores 
grouped by respondents' age concerning how effectively the participants 
felt the workshop was planned and organized. Generally, it was observed 
Table 22. Test for participant perception of adequacy of workshop 
structure by age of respondent 
Age of respondent Com-
pos- F- F-































































































































°SD = Standard deviation. 
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that the older participants' group mean scores were higher. The 60- to 
68-year-old group had the highest mean scores (4.82) for daily schedule. 
The lowest mean scores were observed for the youngest age group (20-25 
years of age) for the statements of "explanation of purpose" (3.58) and 
"time for activities" (3.52). 
Data in Tables 23 and 24 reveal significant differences among the 
mean scores given by the respondents, when grouped by years of work 
experience in their present position. Generally, it was observed that the 
groups with the greatest number of years of experience in their present 
position had a higher group mean score for the statement concerning the 
organization of workshop. It was further observed that the statement of 
organization of workshop had the highest composite mean score (4.24) and 
the lowest composite mean scores were for explanation of purpose (3.95) 
and amount of time planned (3.89) respectively. 
Perceived Overall Rating of Workshop I by Respondents 
Data in Table 25 compare how the gender, level of education, past 
workshop experience, and planned future participation in Iowa State 
University workshops with the respondents' overall rating of the 
workshops. It was observed that there was the greatest difference in mean 
scores when respondents were compared in groups of those planning to 
participate in future Iowa State University workshops (4.10) and those 
not planning future participation (3.57). It was further observed that 
the mean scores for the respondents with less than a B.S./B.A. degree 
(4.09), and the mean scores for the respondents with a college degree 
Table 23. Test for participant perception of adequacy of workshop structure by years in current 
position 
Statement 0-1 2-3 4-5 
Years in current position 








Organization of workshop 
Mb 
SD^ 
Explanation of purpose 
Amount of time planned 
Daily schedule 
Time for activities 
Overall means 
45 50 28 27 24 22 20 21 237 
4 .18 4. 18 4. 00 4. 11 4 .13 4. 45 4, .50 4.62 4.24 2. 1635 
0. 65 0. 69 0. 98 0. 75 0 .80 0. 67 0 .76 0.50 0.74 
45 48 28 26 24 22 20 20 233 
3 .73 4. 02 3. 86 4. 00 3 .79 4. 00 4 .15 4.30 3.95 1. 3890 
0 .84 0. 86 0. 71 Q. 75 1 .06 0. 76 0 .75 0.73 0.83 
45 49 27 26 22 22 20 21 232 
3 .82 4. 06 3. 81 3. 92 3 .86 3. 73 3 .95 3.86 3.89 0. 5061 
0 .83 0. 75 1. 04 0. 63 0 .89 0. 77 0 .97 0.79 0.82 
45 50 28 27 24 22 20 21 237 
4 .16 4. 10 4. 14 4. 15 4 .17 4. 18 4 .15 4.24 4.15 0. 0734 
0 .85 0. 71 0. 85 0. 77 0 .82 0. 73 0 .75 0.83 0.78 
45 48 28 27 24 22 20 21 235 
4 .07 4. 21 3. 93 4-04 3 .83 3 .  86 4 .30 4.19 4.06 1. 1053 
0 .75 0. 74 0. 86 0. 94 0 .92 0. 89 0 . 66 0.81 0.82 
45 49 28 27 24 22 20 21 235 
3 .99 4. ,11 3. 95 4. 04 3 .96 4. 04 4 .21 4.24 4.06 1. 0475 








M = Mean. 
^SD = Standard deviation. 
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Table 24. Test for participant perception of adequacy of workshop 
structure by years in current position 
Years in current position Com-
pos- F- P-


















































































0 . 8 1  
235 
4.06 
0 . 8 2  
0.5161 0.67,16 


















®SD = Standard deviation. 
(4.07) were nearly the same. No significant differences were observed 
when participants were grouped by gender or past workshop experience. 
Data in Table 26 compare the mean scores given by the respondents 
from different locations, age, years in current position, and professional 
responsibility groups when responding to the overall rating of the 
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290 4.06 0.61 -0.62 0.536 
38 4.13 0.74 
Level of education 
Less than B.S./B.A. 
College degree 
57 4.09 0.54 0.20 0.841 
190 4.07 0.66 
Past workshop experience 
Yes 
No 
135 4.11 0.52 1.14 0.254 
110 4.02 0.65 
Planned future participation in 
I SU workshops 
Yes 
No 
228 4.10 0.60 2.09 0.056 
14 3.57 0.94 
Table 26. Test for participants' overall rating of workshop by selected 
groupings 
F- F-
Overall rating No. Mean SD ratio prob. 
Workshop location 
Nitra 44 3.98 0.70 3.7179 0.0257 
Brno 85 3.96 0.73 
Prague 118 4.19 0.51 
Overall mean 247 4.07 0.63 
Respondent age 
20-25 23 4.09 0.79 0.7505 0.5585 
26-35 84 4.10 0.57 
36-45 79 4.03 0.73 
46-59 50 4.04 0.49 
60-68 11 4.36 0.50 
Overall mean 247 4.07 0.63 
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Table 26. (Continued) 
F- F-
Overall rating No. Mean SO ratio prob. 
Years in current position 
(four groups) 
0-1 44 4.09 0.56 
2-5 78 4.04 0.65 
6—14 50 3.96 0.75 
15-50 63 4.19 0.53 
Overall mean 235 4.07 0.63 
Years in current position 
(eight groups) 
0-1 44 4.09 0.56 
2-3 50 4.04 0.64 
4-5 28 4.04 0.69 
6-9 .27 4.07 0.62 
10-14 23 3.83 0.89 
15-19 22 4.05 0.58 
20-24 20 4.20 0.52 
25 or more 21 4.33 0.48 
Overall mean 235 4.07 0.63 
Professions (three groups) 
Agribusiness manager, 
private farmer, other 
career 52 4.12 0.65 
Government officials, research 
institution and university 
personnel 57 4.23 0.68 
State and coop farm 
personnel 131 4.00 0.58 
Overall mean 240 4.08 0.63 
Professions (four groups) 
Agribusiness manager, 
private farmer, other 
career 52 4.12 0.65 
Government official 21 4.24 0.54 
University and research 
institution personnel 36 4.22 0.76 
State and coop farm 
personnel 131 4.00 0.58 






Table 26. (Continued) 





Professions (seven groups) 
Agribusiness manager 13 3. 85 0. 69 
Government official 21 4. 24 0. 54 
University personnel 17 4. 18 1. 01 
State and coop farm personnel 131 4. 00 0. 58 
Private farmer 21 4. 33 0. 48 
Research institution personnel 19 4. 26 0. 45 
Other career 18 4. 06 0. 73 
Overall mean 240 4. 08 0. 63 
workshop statement. Data in Table 26 reveal significant differences among 
the mean scores were observed for the respondents from different locations 
about the overall effectiveness of the workshop. The Prague group had thé 
highest mean scores (4.19) when compared to the Nitra (3.98) and Brno 
(3.96) groups. It was further observed that the composite mean scores 
(4.08) was rather high. 
Major Findings 
A review of the findings of this study resulted in the following 
major observations: 
1. The workshop participants indicated that the workshop had been 
useful in their efforts to understand a market economy, that the 
workshop was more than adequately planned and organized, and that 
the workshop's overall rating was above average. 
2. A high percentage (39.6 percent) of the workshop participants had 
become employed in their current position since the 1989 revolution. 
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That there was a wide age range of workshop participants with the 
youngest participant being 20 years old and the oldest being 68 
years old. 
Seventy-seven percent of the participants had a college education 
and 53.4 percent of the participants were state or cooperative farm 
employees. 
Approximately 94 percent of the respondents indicated that they 
planned to attend future Iowa State University workshops. 
Approximately 99 percent of the respondents indicated that they 
understood most or completely understood the information presented 
in the workshop. 
The teaching methods used by the presenters and the question and 
response periods provided, were the most useful in improving 
understanding of a market economy. 
Generally, the participants with the greatest number of years in 
their current profession had higher mean scores of participants' 
perception of how useful the workshop was in their effort to 
understand a market ecqnomy. 
The respondents indicated that the time allowed for question and 
response was the most useful to the participants in their effort to 
understand a market economy. 
When grouped by participants who plan to attend future Iowa State 
University workshops and those who do not, significant differences 
were found in the responses to two statements: relevance of the 
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Farm Management topic to their needs, and usefulness of the case 
studies. 
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CHAPTER V. DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this study was to determine the perceptions of Czech 
and Slovak participants of the relevance and usefulness of the Iowa State 
University Farm Management in a Market Economy workshop. More 
specifically, the study was designed to determine; 
1. The extent to which the participants were able to understand the 
information presented in the workshop. 
2. The usefulness of the workshop to the participants in their efforts 
to understand a market economy. 
3. The effectiveness of the workshop's planning and organization. 
The design of the study proved to be effective in providing data 
upon which generalizations could be made that would reflect the 
effectiveness of the workshop in meeting the expectations of the 
participants. The respondents were asked to give an overall rating of the 
workshop. An overall effectiveness mean score of 4.07 on a scale of 1 to 
5 was observed. When comparing the mean scores of the respondents from 
the different locations of the three agricultural universities, it should 
be noted that the respondents attending the Prague site responded with a 
significantly higher effectiveness of workshop mean score than 
particularly the respondents from Brno. It could be concluded that there 
is opportunity for additional effort to better serve the participants of 
the Brno site. 
Another area where significant differences were observed was in the 
rating of the language translation. The respondents from the Nitra 
location were less satisfied with the quality of language translation than 
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the participants of the other two locations. This is of particular 
interest to the researcher, because while preparing for this study, it was 
pointed out to him that it was not possible to have participants of a 
workshop evaluate the quality of language translation. The reasoning was 
that unless they understood both languages, they would not be able to 
measure the quality. Based on the data provided by the respondents, this 
researcher believes that participants can, in fact, measure quality of 
language being translated. The researcher based this opinion on the fact 
that while the workshops were being presented, he was informed by both the 
Iowa State University in-country coordinator (Ryan Hudson) for this 
project and the Nitra agriculture university project director (Peter 
Fandel) that the translators at the Nitra site were not keeping up. It 
was reported to the researcher that one of- the two translators at Nitra 
was just making up numbers when she could not keep up. It was the opinion 
of the presenters that the translators at both Brno and Prague were much 
better. After analyzing the data from the participants of all three sites 
and comparing their mean scores and finding a significantly lower mean 
score given by the participants of Nitra, this researcher is inclined to 
believe it is possible to measure quality of translation even if the 
language being translated is not understood by the listener. 
It was observed that the participants felt that the question and 
response periods were particularly useful in their effort to understand a 
market economy. This finding was supported by the respondents in the 
comment section of the questionnaire. For example, one of the 
participants wrote, "I appreciate that there was enough time for 
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discussion and good practical examples." Another participant wrote, "I 
appreciate nice atmosphere during the workshop, especially optimism and 
jokes and good knowledge of all professors." Another possible reason for 
the high level of appreciation for the question and response period could 
be that the audio visual presentations were not as clear as they could 
have been and the participants appreciated the opportunity to clear up 
their concerns in the question and answer period. One of the written 
comments was directly related to this concern. This person's comment was: 
"During the projection, the letters of Czech translation were not big 
enough, and it was difficult to read them." 
A composite mean score of 4.41 for the usefulness of instructor's 
examples suggests that the participants were pleased with the efforts of 
the workshop teêun. The above observation is supported by the mean scores 
for the statements related to teaching methods (4.37) and case study 
activities (4.16). A possible explanation for these high mean scores 
could be that these teaching methods were new to the Czech and Slovak 
participants. 
When analyzing the data gathered from participants related to the 
relevance of topic to their needs and relevance to country's needs, the 
composite mean scores were lower when compared to the scores for most of 
the other statements related to usefulness of the workshop. Possible 
explanations for these differences may be observed when the data gathered 
from the participants were compared by professional responsibility (Table 
17). It was observed that the state and coop farm personnel participants' 
mean scores for relevance and usefulness of information were low. This 
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observation could be due to the fact that the state and coop farms are 
being asked to dissolve their large state and coop farms in favor of a 
more privately controlled farming system. These are the people who are 
being asked to give up the security of the old system. They have no way 
of predicting the future and the information presented to them about 
United States farm management practices may have seemed irrelevant to 
their needs. Another possible reason for these differences is that this 
was the first experience of presenting an international workshop for all 
three of the presenters from Iowa State University. Their inexperience 
and the fact that it is nearly impossible for any presenter to completely 
understand the needs of the workshop participants may have a significant 
impact on explaining the concerns about relevance of the material. 
It was further observed that 77 percent of the respondents had a 
college degree. This fact may explain why some of the general comments 
concerning the workshop seemed to indicate that the information lacked 
detail and substance. For example, one of the participants wrote: "For 
graduate people, it was all things we have already learned at university. 
It will be better to discuss some more details." Another .comment from a 
participant of the Nitra site workshop; "After first day, lectures from 
USA take us as amateurs who need fundamental help from USA. Participants 
are experienced and know something. Our expertise should be recognized." 
Although not everyone agreed with his comments, another participant 
responded to this comment by replying, "Nothing wrong with this; now we 
have learned to error; You have done well (referring to the presenters) 
with this. Some people are not university graduates." 
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A final generalization should be presented concerning the third 
objective of this study. It was observed that the respondents felt the 
workshop was significantly better organized at the Prague site when 
compared to the Brno site. This finding was supported by Jim Christy (one 
of the presenters) when he reported, "The coordinator at Brno did not 
attend one session and was definitely less organized." 
Several conclusions could be drawn as a result of the above 
statements. The respondents considered the workshop useful in their 
effort to understand the market economy; however, the mean scores for the 
professional groups were different. Because state and coop farms are 
going through such a massive transformation, it is understandable that 
they may not feel the workshop was as relevant to their needs. Such an 
interpretation of the results may suggest that similar workshops would be 
beneficial if held for more specific groups of professionals. An example 
would be conducting one workshop just for state and coop farm employees 
and a different workshop for new private farmers or university personnel. 
It was observed that there is a need to improve the quality of 
language translation at the Nitra site. The respondents indicated that 
language translation is very important and the data indicated that the 
greatest problem with language translation quality was at the Nitra site. 
It was further observed that there was room for improvement in the 
quality of audio visuals. A possible reason for these low mean scores 
could be due to the fact that the agricultural universities in the Czech 
and Slovak Federal Republic do not have the necessary equipment to make 
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high quality visuals or that the masters from which the visuals were made 
were of poor quality. 
The composite mean score (3.88) could be considered low for the 
statement related to the amount of time planned to cover material. It 
could be concluded that the presenters were expected to cover too much 
material in the workshop. It could be argued that it was not realistic to 
expect to cover farm management principles in a three-day workshop. 
It was further observed that there were more significant differences 
in the mean scores when the age of the participants were considered. In 
general, the older participants responded with higher mean scores when 
compared to the younger participants. This was surprising to this 
researcher. It could be surmised that the younger people would be more 
receptive to new ideas than their older counterparts. A possible reason 
for the higher mean score for the older participants may be that they can 
remember back to the time (1918-1938) when the Czech and Slovak Federal 
Republic was a market economy. At the.very least, they were told by their 
parents what it was like to live in a market economy whereas the younger 
participants have never known anything other than a centrally planned 
society. It may be hard for the younger participants to believe or 
understand how this freer market economy will ever work. One can 
hypothesize that the younger participants do not have the experiences or 
past history to believe that the information presented by the United 
States/Iowa State University personnel is really relevant to their 
situation. 
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Other findings were also important in understanding this workshop. 
First/ there was a wide range of ages in attendance, and the participants 
represented several different professions related to agriculture. Second, 
this was the first international workshop for 55.2 percent of the 
respondents. This could explain why the expectations and energy level 
were so high among the participants during the workshop. The gender and 
education level had little influence on how the participants rated the 
usefulness of the workshop. 
The following conclusions are forwarded by the investigator based on 
the findings of this study and personal observations of the researchers 
who observed the workshops in their entirety. 
It is recommended that the project director conduct periodic follow-
up evaluations of the workshop to determine the effectiveness of workshop 
activities in satisfying the project objectives and overall impact of the 
workshop on the participants and their work in their country. Such 
studies would assist the directors in preparing for future workshops and 
would be helpful when evaluating long-range value and impact of the 
workshop. Such evaluations should also gather information that would 
assess the contribution of the workshop to the Czech and Slovak people 
during this transformation process. 
Results of this study suggest that the workshop objectives may be 
too broad. During a three-day period of time, it is unrealistic to expect 
to provide an overview of United States agriculture, teach agricultural 
accounting principles, explain United States agricultural policies, and 
demonstrate market economy decision-making skills. It may be in the best 
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interest of both the workshop directors and participants to revise the 
objectives by reducing their number and making them more specific in 
nature or to increase the length of the workshop to allow ample time to 
satisfy the current workshop objectives in depth. 
Organization of the workshop should be evaluated. There may be too 
many different professions represented in the workshop, and too many 
lectures may be presenting information that does not effectively 
contribute to satisfying the needs of the participants. It may be more 
beneficial for the participants if the workshops targeted a more specific 
profession. The lectures and information could be more specific in nature 
and beneficial in the participants' work. 
It is recommended that more effort be provided to conduct a more 
complete needs assessment. The needs assessment should include a study of 
the differences in culture. For forty years, the Czech and Slovak people 
have lived in a centrally planned state. If training programs are going 
to be made relevant, the providers must understand not only the economic 
differences, but also the educational, social and political differences 
and how these differences can have an impact on the efforts to change to a 
market economy. 
It is recommended that Iowa State University build upon the 
experiences gained in this first project by designing future training 
programs to meet more specific needs of future participants. 
The results of this study suggest several areas for additional 
research. 
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Workshop directors should investigate additional methods to deliver 
economic education concerning a market economy to include joint planning 
efforts between Iowa State University and the Czech and Slovak Federal 
Republic partners. 
It is recommended that further research be completed to determine 
the social, political, and educational differences between the presenters 
of materials and the participants of future workshops. Project planning 
could be greatly improved if a clearer picture of participants' needs were 
determined. 
Workshop planning and time organization should be carefully analyzed 
and prioritized. The optimal amount of time should be allotted for each 
activity to determine its usefulness in assisting the Czech and Slovak 
participants in their efforts to understand a market economy. 
Participants with different professional responsibilities expressed 
very different needs. The researcher believes that additional research 
and/or needs assessments should be conducted to determine how projects can 
best serve the different professions. 
Further research is recommended to determine the different needs of 
people in different stages in their professional careers. The 
transformation process is having a much different effect on people of 
different ages. It should be determined what assistance projects would be 
most effective for participants of different age groups. 
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CHAPTER VI. SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to assess the relevance and 
organization of the first workshop on Farm Management presented as a part 
of the overall Iowa State Univesity/Czech and Slovak Federal Republic 
Management Training and Economic Education Project as perceived by the 
participants. Objectives of the study were to determine: (1) to what 
extent the participants were able to understand the information presented 
in the workshop; (2) the usefulness of the workshop to the participants in 
their efforts to understand a market economy; and (3) to what extent the 
workshop was effectively planned and organized. 
The population of 339 workshop participants was surveyed by a 
written evaluation questionnaire to assess the participants' opinions. 
Each participant was asked to complete the evaluation at the end of the 
workshop, expressing the degree of effectiveness that the participants 
felt the workshop was in assisting them in their transformation process. 
Because the participants spoke two different languages, it was necessary 
to develop a questionnaire for the participants in Czech and Slovak. 
For the study's objective, "to what extent were the participants 
able to understand the information presented in the workshop," 59.4 
percent of the respondents indicated they completely understood the 
information in full detail, and 39.8 percent indicated they understood 
most, but not all, of the information presented. Approximately 85 percent 
of the respondents indicated that the quality of language translation for 
the workshop was either very good or excellent. 
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The composite overall mean score for the objective, "the usefulness 
of the workshop to the participants in their efforts to understand a 
market economy," was 4.25 (useful to very useful). The ten statements 
related to this objective's mean scores ranged from 3.91 to 4.57. The 
respondents indicated they felt that the question and response period was 
the most useful. Least useful was audio visual presentations. 
For the study's third objective, that of assessing if the 
participants felt "the workshop was effectively planned and organized," 
the respondents' mean scores ranged from 3.88 to 4.25. The overall 
composite mean score for this objective was 4.06 (more than adequate). 
The participants indicated that they were most satisfied with the 
organization and the daily schedule of the workshop. They indicated they 
were least satisfied with the explanation of the purpose and the amount of 
time planned to cover the material. 
Significant differences were observed among group means for the 
objectives when the respondents were grouped by age, professional 
responsibility, years in current position, and location in which they 
participated in the workshop. Participants from the Prague site rated the 
overall workshop higher than did the participants from Brno. State and 
coop farm personnel indicated they felt the workshop was less relevant to 
the country's needs than did the participants from several other 
professions. The participants from the Nitra site indicated they felt the 
quality of the translation was lower than did the participants of the 
other two sites. 
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Ninety-four percent of the participants felt that in the future they 
would like to participate in other Iowa State University-related 
workshops. 
Several of the participants indicated that they felt the workshop 
was very well presented, and several indicated they were going to try to 
use the information to make changes in their work. The most striking 
example was given by a participant from the Nitra workshop, Jan' 
Goldsmith. On Thursday, during the open discussion period set aside for 
evaluation comments, he publicly announced, "Because of this workshop, I 
quit my job on the cooperative farm last night and I am going to be a 
private farmer." 
This research revealed that the "Farm Management Workshop" was well 
organized and the participants felt they understood the information 
presented. They also indicated that they felt the workshop was useful to 
them in their efforts to understand-a market economy. This researcher 
feels strongly that future follow-up research is needed to assess the 
long-range impact and that continued follow-up support for the people of 
the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic is necessary. 
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APPENDIX A. WORKSHOP EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS 
' EVALUATION FORMS FOR 




Part I. Directions: It Is important for us to know your perceptions and attitudes 
about these woriishops. Your evaluations will be used to maice changes in future 
wor!(shops and hopefully, make them more relevant to future participants. Please 
complete the following: 
1. What is the major professional responsibility you hold in your present position? 
Agribusiness manager Government official University personnel 
Personnel at State or cooperative farm Private farmer 
Personnel at research institution Other 
What is your specific job title? 
2. How many years have you held your current position? Years 
3. What is your age? Years old. 
4. What is your gender? Male Female 
5. What is the highest level of education you have attained? 
Less than a secondary education. 
Completed a secondary education. 
__L B.S./B.A. Degree 
Graduate Studies 
6. Was this your first experience participating in an internationally presented 
workshop? Yes No 
7. in the future, would you like to participate in other I.S.U. related international 
workshops? Yes No 
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8. To what extent were you able to understand the Information presented in the 
workshop? 
I completely understood the information in full detail. 
I understood most, but not ail of the information presented. 
I partially understood the information presented, in general. 
J did not understand the Information presented. 
9. How would you rate the quality of language translation for the workshop? 
Excellent Very Good Good Not Very Good Poor 
Part II. 
Please respond to each of the following items regarding your perception of its 
usefulness. If you think that the seminar was very useful in addressing a statement, 
circle the number "5" after the statement. For example if you feel the workshop was 
not useful in addressing the statement, circle"1" . (You may use any number between 1 
and 5 to indicate your true feelings of each statement). Please respond to all 
statements. 
When responding to the statements, please use the following scale: 
1 2 3 4 5 
Not useful Of little use Somewhat useful Useful Very Useful 
How useful was the workshop to you in your efforts to understand a market economy? 
Relevance of topic to your needs 1 2 3 4 5 
Relevance to the country's needs 1 2 3 4 5 
Translation of lectures 1 2 3 4 5 
Format and teaching methods 1 2 3 4 5 
Audiovisual presentations 1 2 3 4 5 
Instructor's examples 1 2 3 4 5 
Printed material handed out 1 2 3 4 5 
Question and response periods 1 2 3 4 5 
Information presented 1 2 3 4 5 




Please rate the following statements using the scale below. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Inadequate Less than Adequate More than Outstanding 
adequate adequate 
How would you rate: 
1. The organization of the workshop? 
2. The explanation of the purpose of the workshop? 
3. The amount of time planned to cover material? 
4. Your satisfaction with the daily schedule (frequency and number 
of breaks, class starting and ending times, leisure time)? 
5. The time allowed for your participation in the actitivies? 
Please provide your overall rating of the workshop. (Circle one) 
1. Poor 
2. Below average 
3. Average 
4. Above Average 
5. Excellent 
Part IV 
Please provide us with some of your personal comments about the workshop and/or 
it's value: 
Things I've learned during this workshop are: 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
Actions I plan to take because of what I have learned are: 




Cas t' I ^ 
Pokyny: Pokladarae za dôleaite poznaf Vase postrehy a postoJe, ktore 
sa tykaju tychto seminarov. Vase hodnotenia budd pousite s cielom 
urobit" take zraeny v nas ledu jucich kurzoch, a by boly prinosnejsie 
pre budiicich ucastnikov. Prosime vyplnte nasledovne: 
1. Ake je Vase pracovne postavenie, ktore v sucasnosti aastavate? 
manaser v agrobysnise 
statny zamestnanec 
zamestnanec vysokej âkoly 
zamestnanec statneho majetku alebo JRD 
sukromne hospodariaci rolrxik 
zamestnanec vyskumneho us tavu 
Aké Je Vase konkr^tne pracovne' zaradenie? _________________________ 
2. Kofko rokov pracujete v torato postaveni? rokov 
3. Ko fko mate rokov? rokov 
4. Pohlavie: __ rauz __ ëena 
5. Jake najvyssie vadelanie s te dosiahol? 
menej ako stredoskolske vzdelanie 
ukondene stredoékolske vzdelanie 
ukonëene vysokolkoIské vzdelanie 
doktorantské è'tûdium, vedecka aspirantura 
6. Bola toto Vasa prva skusenost' s ucas€ou na raedzinarodne 
organizovanom kurze? ^no Nie 
7. Zamysïate sa v buducnosti zucastnilT na. dalsich medzinarodnych 
seminaroch organizovanych ISU? Ano Nie 
•(SI) 
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a .  Do akej tniery s te bol schopny rozumief informaciam prezentovanym 
pocas kurzu? 
rozumel som vsetkemu vratane detailov 
rozumel som vaccine, ale nie vi^etkym uvedenyra informaciam 
rozumel som SiastoSne, vo vSeobecnej rovine 
nerozumel som predlozenym informaciam 
9. A ko hodnotite droven jazykove'ho prekladu kurzu? 
vyborna veïmi dobr^ dobrà slabsia slaba 
C a s I I  ^  ^  ^  
Odpovedzte, prosira, na kazdy"z nasleduJucich bodov z h lad iska Vasho 
nazoru na ich uzitbcnost'. 
Ak si rays lite, ze seminar bol velmi uzitocny, nap is te v prislusnej 
otazce pred vetu "5". Ak mate pocit, ze kurz nebol uzitocny, 
nap IS te pred prislusnu otazku "1". V kazdora bode mozete pouzitT 
ktorekoTvek <5islo od 1 do 5 na zhodnotenie Va&ich skutocnych. 
pocitov. 
Prosim, odpovedzte na kazdu otazku. 
Kecf odpolvedate na jednotlive body, pou&i/te, prosim, nasledovnu 
stupnicu: 
, ,2 3 „ 5^ ^ ,  
neuzitocne malo uzitocne éiastocne uzitocné velmi uzitocne / V / 
uzitocne 
Nakofko bo 1 pre Vas kurz uzitocny vzhladom na Valu snahu porozumiet" 
trhovemu hospodarstvu? 
vhodnos^" témy vzhladom na Vase potreby 
vhodnost' témy vzhladom na potreby statu 
preklad lekcii 
vyukove postupy a metody 
aud iovizua'lna prezentacia 
priklady pouzite instruktorom 
obdrzane tlacïene materialy 
cas venovany ota'zkam a odpovediam 
prezentovane informaice 
studium nazornych prikladov 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
0 3 4 5 
(52) 
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Gastrin ^ ^ 
Prosim, vyhodno^te nasledovne body vyusitira nasledovnej stupnice: 
1/ 2 3 4 5 
nevyhovujuce skor vyhovujuce viae ako vynikajuce 
nevyhovujuce vyhovujuce 
A ko by s te hodnotil: 
1. Organizacia kurzu 12 3 4 5 
2. Vysvetlenie u2elu kurzu 12 3 4 5 
3. Mno^stvo casu naplanovaneho na pokrytie raaterialu 12 3 4 5 
4. VaSa spokoJnoslT s dennym programom (frekvencia 12 3 4 5 
a pocet prestavok, za^iatok a koniec vyukovej hodiny, 
cas na oddych) 
5. Las urdeny na osobne sapojenie sa do cinnosti 12 3 4 5 
Pros ira, uskutocnite celkové hodnotenie kurzu (zakruakujte jednu 
moanos fO . 
1. slabe ^ 
2. podprieraerne 
3. prieraerne' 
4. nadpr ieraerne' 
5. vynikajuce 
Casf IV 
Prosim, uved'te niektore Vase osobne poznaraky dotykajuca sa kurzu 
a/alebo jeho hodnoty: 
Veci, ktore sora sa naucil po6as kurzu: 
Cinnosf, ktoru planujera uskutocnif pod vplyvom toho, co som sa 
naucil: 






Cast I V ,  ^ , 
Instrukce; Povazujeme za dûlezité poznat Vase postrehy a postoje 
tykajici se téchto seminâfd. Vaêe hodnoceni budou pouzita s cilem 
udélat takove zmëny v nasledujicich kurzech, aby byly pfinosnëjsi 
pro budouci uÔastniky. Prosirae vyplnte nasledujici: 
1. Jake' je Vase pracovni postaveni, které v soucasnosti saujimate? 
manager v agrobyznyse 
statni zaraéstnanec 
zaméstnanec vysoke ëkoly 
zaméstnanec stàtnfho statku nebo JZD 
soukromy zemëdëlec 
__ zaméstnanec vyzkumne'ho us ta vu 
Jaké je Vase konkrétni pracovnx sarazeni? 
2. Kolik let pracujete v této pozici? let 
3. Kolik je Vara let? let 
4. Pohlavi: muz zena 
5. Jake nejvyssi vzdelani jste dosahl? 
mène nez stredoskolské vzdelani 
ukoncené stredoskolské vzd&lani 
ukon6ene vysokoskoIske vzdelani 
doktorantske studium, v^decka' asplrantura 
6. By la to to Vase prvni zkusenost s ûcasti na mezinarodne poradane'ra 
kurzu? Ano Ne 
7. Mate v urayslu se v budoucnosti zucastnit na dalsich 
mesinarodnich seminarich pofâdanych ISU? Ano Ne 
(Cl) 
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m iry jste by1 schopen porozumet informacfm prezentovanym 
poroaum^l jsera v^erau v^etnl de tailu 
porozum&l jsem vëtëine, ale ne vëem uvedenyra 
porozumël jsem dastecnë, na obecne" urovni 
neporozumël jsera predloSenym informacira 
inforraac xm 
9. Jak hodnotite uroveX jazykoveho prekladu kurzu? 
vyborna velmi dobra dobra slab&i slaba 
Cast II ^ v-/ / / / 
Odpovezte, prosim, na kazdy z nasledujicich bodu z hlediska Vaseho 
nazoru na jejich u2ite&nost. 
Jestli&e si rayslite, ^e seminar by 1 velmi uziteSny", napiste v 
prislusne otazce pred v&tu "5". Jestlize mate pocit, ze kurz nebyl 
uzite&ny, napiSte pfed pfislusnou otazku "1". V kazdem bod^ muzete 
pouzit jakekoli cislo raezi 1 aâ 5 k vyjadreni Vaâich opravdovych 
pocitui. 
Prosim, odpovezte na ka^fdou otazku. 
Kdyz odpolvidate na jednotlive body, pouzijte, prosim, nasledujici 
a tupn ici; 
neuzitecne malo uzitecne 
Jak uzite&ny by 1 pro Vas 
trznirau hospodarstvi? 
casteénè y , , y / 
uzitecne 
uzitecne velmi uzitecne 
kurz vzhledera na VaS i snahu porozumet 
vhodnost tématu vzhledem na Vase potreby 
vhodnost tématu vzhledem na potreby stitu 
preklad lekci 
vyukove postupy a metody 
audiovizualni prezentace 
priklady uzite instruktorem 
obdrzene tist^ne materialy ^ 
doba vënovana na otazky a odpovedi 
prezentovan^ inforraace 
studium nazornych prikladu 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
ï 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 




Prosim, zhodnoiite nasledujici body s pouâitim nasledujici stupnice: 
1 2^ 3 ^ ^ ^4 5 
nevyhovujiGi spise vyhovujici vice nez vynikajici 
nevyhovujici vyhovujici 
Jak by jste hodnotil". 
1. Organizace kurzu 12 3 4 5 
2. Vysvltleni ucelu kurzu 12 3 4 5 
3. Mno£stvi #asu planovaneho na pokryti raaterialu 12 3 4 5 
4. Vaëe spokejenost s dennim programem (frekvence 12 3 4 5 
a poiSet prestavek, za^atek a konec vyukove hodiny, 
cas na^odpocinek) ^ 
5. Las urceny na osobni aapojeni do cinnosti 12 3 4 5 
Prosim, provecfte celkove zhodnoceni kurzu ( zakrouzku j te jednu 
mo^nost). 






Pros ira, uved'te nektere Vase osobni poznamky tykajici se kurzu 
a/nebo jeho hodnoty: 
Veci, ktere jsero se naufiil bëhera kurzu: 
Cinnost, kterou planuji uskutecnit pod vlivem toho, co jsem se 
nauc i1: 




MANAGEMENT TRAINING AND ECONOMIC EDUCATION 
VYSOKÂ âKOLA POLNOHOSPODÂRSKA NITRA A IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
USAID 
Program kurza 6. 1 

























8:30 - 9:00 
9:00 -10:30 
10:30 -10:45 
10:45 - 12:00 














Vysoka âkola polnohospodàrska v Nitre 
Prevâdzkovo-ekonomickâ fakulta 
Pavilôn S, PosluchâreA "S" (prfzemie) 
Registrâcia (prizemie Pavildnu S) 
Otvorenie kurzu 
Zâkladnà informâcia o poînohospodârstve USA (Duffy) 
Prestâvka 
Charakteristika typickej farmy v lowe (Christy) 
Obed 
Farmové liCtovm'ctvo (Holt) 
Charakteristika pripadovej âtiidie 
Rieâenie pripadovej âtiidie v pracovnych skupinàch 
Infonnàcia o rieSeni problému v spolocnej slôipine 
Panelovà diskusia 
PeraÉny tok, uverevenie (Holt) 
Nâkup a prenéjon pôdy (Duffy) 
Charakteristika pripadovej stiidie 
Riesenie pripadovej stiidie v pracovnych skupinàch 
Obed 
Informâcia o rieSeni problému v spolocnej skupine 
Finanènà krîza americkych fariem (Duffy) 
Prestâvka 
Volnâ diskusia 
Riadenie farmy (Christy) 
Prestâvka 
Pripadovâ stùdia 
Informâcia o rieseni pripadovej âtùdie 
Polnohospodârske programy v USA (Duffy) 
Obed 
Polnohospodârstvo a zivotné prostredie (Duffy) 
Panelovâ diskusia, vyhodnotenie kurzu 
Uhvtovanie: Agroinstitut Nitra (byv. IVaV MPV2), Vystavnâ ul. 
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PROGRAM 
setninàïe "Rizenf farem v podmuikach tr2ni ekonomiky" - 21.23.1.1992 
AULA VSZ (n.poschodO 
UT.21.1 
8.00 - 9.30 Registrace liËastnfkû 
9.30- 9.45 Zahâjenf 
9.45 - 11.05 Ziàkladni informace o zemëdëlstvi USA (Dr. Duffy) 
11.05 - 11.25 Pîestâvka 
11.25 - 13.00 Typickâ farma v lowë (J. Christy) 
13.00 - 14.00 Obëd 
14.15 - 15.30 Zàklady liCetnictvî na fannë (D. Holtovâ) 
15.30 - 15.45 Instruktâ2 pro seminâï 
15.45- 16.30 Prakticky seminâî 
16.30 - 17.00 Zpràvazeseminâïe 
17.00 - 17.30 Panelovâ diskuse 
St. 22.1 
8.30 - 9.30 PenëZni toky a uvërovânf (D. Holtovâ) 
9.30 - 11.00 Nâjem a pronâjem pùdy, financovânf (M. DufTy) 
11.00 - 11.15 InstruktaS 
11.15 - 11.40 Pfestâvka 
11.40 - 12.30 Prakticky seminâf 
12.30 - 13.00 Zpràvazeseminafe 
13.00 - 14.00 Obëd 
14.15 - 15.15 FinanCni krize americkych farem (M. Duffy) 
15.45 - 16.15 Diskuse 
16.15 - 17.00 Neformàlnf setkâm a diskuse 
Ct. 23.1 
8.30 - 10.15 Principy ïi'zem farmy (J. Christy) 
10.15 - 10.40 Pfestâvka 
10.40 - 12.00 Zemëdëlské programy vlâdy USA (M. Duffy) 
12.00 - 13.00 Altemativnf zemëdëlstvf v USA (M. Duffy) 
13.00 - 13.30 Vyplnëm dotazmkû, hodnoceiu seminâîe 
Ubj^ovânf je zajistëno v Hotelovëm domu Vojenskych staveb Bmo, Stfediu ul. 61 (u Zimnflio 
stadionu) 
Stravovàm je zajiStëno na kolejich J.A., Komenskëho, Kohoutova 55. 
Na obëdy budou Uëastnici prepravovani autobusem VSZ. 
Autobus bude pnstaven ve 12.45 pred budovu Zemëdëlska 1 
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PROGRAM KURSU RlZENI FAREM V PODMINKACH TRZNI EONOMIKY 
Vysoka Skola zemëdëlskà Praha, 28. - 30.1. 1992 

























Registrace liëastnika (aula VSZ) 
Zahajeni 
PrëdnàSka - Zâkladnf informace o americkém zemëdëlstvi (Dr. Duffy) 
Pfestavka 
PfednàSka - Typickà farma v lowë (Dr. Christy) 
Obëd 
Zàklady faremmlio liCetnictvf (Dr. Holt) 
InstruktâË k pTipadové studii 
Pfestâvka 
Pfipadovà studie - ïeSeni ve skupinâch 























RednaSka - Penë2ni toky (Dr. Holt) 
PfednaSka - Vlastnictvi a pronàjem pfldy, flnancovani (Dr. Duffy) 
InstruktâÉ k pîipadové studii 
Pfestâvka 
PHpadovà studie - feSem ve skupinâch 
Pfednesem zprâv ze skupin 
Obëd 






















PîednâSka - Mana2ersky pristup (Dr. Christy) 
Instruktâg k pripadové studii 
PHpadovâ studie - feSeni ve skupinâch 
Pfestâvka 
Pfedneseni zprâv ze skupin 
FfednaSka - Vlâdm programy (Dr. Duffy) 
Obëd 
PfednâSka - Zemëdëlstvi a 2ivotm prostïedi (Dr. Duffy) 
Hodnoceni a diskuse 
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APPENDIX B. ADDITIONAL TABLED DATA 
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Table B.l. Test for participant perception 
structure by level of education 
of adequacy of workshop 
Level of education 
t- t-
Statement No college College value prob. 














































®SD = Standard deviation. 
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Table B.2. Test for participant perception of adequacy of workshop 
structure by future participation in Iowa State University-
related international workshops 
Future participation 
t- t-
Statement Yes No value prob. 















































°SD = Standard deviation. 
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Table B.3. Test for participant perception of adequacy of workshop 
structure by workshop experience 
Workshop experience 
t- t-
Statement Yes No value prob. 















































®SD = Standard deviation. 
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Table B.4. Test for participant perception of adequacy of workshop 















0 .82  
0.49 0.623 
Explanation of purpose 207 
3.97 





Amount of time planned 205 
3.88 




0 . 2 6  0.797 





0 . 8 8  
1.69 0.093 
Time for activities 207 
4.05 




- 0 . 1 6  0.876 









®SD = Standard deviation. 
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Table B.5. Test for participant perception of adequacy of workshop 





















































































































































































®Group 1 = Agribusiness manager; Group 2 = Government official; 
Group 3 = University personnel; Group 4 = State and coop farm personnel; 
Group 5 = Private farmer; Group 5 = Research institution personnel; Group 
7 = Other career. 
= Number. 
= Mean. 
*^SD = Standard deviation. 
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Table B.6. Test for participant perception of adequacy of workshop 
structure by location 
Location 
Compos­ P- P-
























































































"^ 80 = Standard deviation. 
Table B.7. Test for participant perception of how useful the workshop was in your effort to understand 
a market economy by years in current position 
Years in current position Corn-
Statement 0 -1 2-3 4-5 6--9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25+ ite 
45 50 29 28 24 22 21 20 239 
3 .96 4. 22 3. 90 4 .00 3.83 4.14 4.33 4.50 4.09 
0 .88 0-93 0. 77 0 .67 0.96 0.77 0.58 0.76 0.84 
45 48 29 28 24 22 21 20 237 
3 .87 3-96 4. 10 3 .68 4.04 4.27 4.19 4.55 4.03 
0 .87 1-03 0. 90 1 .06 0.86 0.77 0.81 0.83 0.93 
45 48 28 28 24 22 21 21 237 
4 .33 4-44 4. 18 4 .29 4.58 4.64 4.52 4.43 4.41 
0 .74 0-68 0. 90 0 .71 0.50 0.49 0.60 0.75 0.70 
45 50 29 28 24 22 21 21 240 
4 .31 4-54 4. 31 4 .32 4.42 4.23 4.52 4.38 4.39 
0 -63 0-61 0. 60 0 .55 0.78 0.81 0.60 0.67 0.65 
45 50 29 28 24 22 20 19 236 
3 .87 3. 90 3. 72 3 -89 3-75 4.14 4.10 4.10 3.91 
0 .92 0. 89 0. 88 0 -92 1.11 0.83 0.94 1.14 0.94 
44 50 29 28 24 22 20 19 236 
4 .00 4. 34 4. 10 4 -46 4.25 4.41 4.35 4.37 4.26 
0 .72 0. , 66 0, .90 0 -69 0.85 0.59 0.75 0.76 0.74 
45 49 29 28 23 22 20 20 236 
4 .40 4. 41 4. 24 4 .32 4.30 4.59 4.55 4.50 4.40 





Relevance to need 
Relevance to country 















M = Mean. 
®SD = Standard deviation. 
Table B.7. (Continued) 
Years in current position Com­
pos- F- F— 
Statement 0-1 2-3 4-5 6-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25+ ite ratio prob. 































1. 1220 0. 3500 





























0. 9599 0. 4614 





























1. 0109 0. 4242 





























1. 2240 0. 3654 
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Organization of Ijb 52 21 36 133 242 
workshop MC 4.25 4.29 4.28 4.26 4.26 0.0200 0.9961 
SD^ 0.79 0.64 0.74 0.74 0.74 
Explanation of 52 21 35 130 238 
purpose 4.00 4.24 4.03 3.90 3.97 1.1680 0.3227 
0.84 0.77 0.92 0.78 0.81 
Amount of time 52 21 32 133 238 
planned 3.96 3.86 3.69 3.90 3.88 0.7979 0.4961 
0.86 0.91 0.78 0.80 0.82 
Daily schedule 52 21 36 133 242 
3.98 4.24 4.11 4.18 4.13 0.9399 0.4220 
0.94 0.83 0.78 0.72 0.79 
Time for activities 52 21 35 133 241 
3.98 4.19 3.94 4.12 4.07 0.8306 0.4782 
0.85 0.81 0.76 0.80 0.81 
Overall means 52 21 35 132 240 
4.03 4.16 4.01 4.07 4.06 0.7513 0.5430 
0.86 0.79 0.80 0.77 0.79 
®Group 1 = Agribusiness manager, private farmer, other career; Group 
2 = Government official; Group 3 = Research institute personnel, 
university personnel; Group 4 = State and coop farm personnel. 
= Number. 
= Mean. 
^SD = standard deviation. 
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Table B.9. Test for participant perception of how useful the workshop was 




Group Group Group Group pos- P- F-














































































































































^Group 1 = Agribusiness manager, private farmer, other career; Group 
2 = Government official; Group 3 = University personnel, research 
institute personnel; Group 4 = State or cooperative farm. 
= Number. 
®M = Mean. 
^SD = Standard deviation. 




Group Group Group Group pos- F- F-
Statement 1 2 3 4 ite ratio prob. 
Usefulness of Nb 51 21 36 133 241 
information M® 4. 18 4.43 4.31 4.13 4.19 1. 5650 
SD'^  0. 68 0.60 0.67 0.70 0.69 
Case studies 53 21 36 133 243 
4. 17 4.43 4.22 4.09 4.16 1. 3518 
0. SO 0.60 0.80 0.74 0.76 
0.1985 
0.2583 
Overall means 53 21 36 133 242 
4.24 4.40 4.37 . 4.19 4.25 1.3211 0.3508 
0.77 0.69 0.75 0.76 0.76 
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Table B.IO. Test for participant perception of adequacy of workshop 




































































































®Group 1 = Agribusiness manager, private farmer, other career; Group 
2 = Government official, research institute personnel, university 
personnel; Group 3 = State and coop farm personnel. 
= Number. 
®M = Mean. 
^SD = Standard deviation. 
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Question I; 'Things I've learned during this workshop are .. 
0 = Unrelated 
Nitra Brno Prague Relevant to course objective 
1 4 7 1. Introduce accounting concepts for reporting and 
planning. 
2 5 8 2. Present major institutions that influence farm 
management decision making. 
3 6 9 3. Discuss and explain U.S. farm management 
decision making process. 
Question II; "Actions I plan to take because of what I have learned are .. 
and 
Question III; "Benefits of the workshop I'll share with friends and fellow associates are 
0 = Unrelated 
Nitra Brno Prague Related to use in... 
1 4 7 Private Farm/Business 
2 5 8 Present work 





Question I: "Things I've learned during this workshop are .. 
Code Remarks # People 
0 I learned about the professors at ISU. 1 
0 I like very much especially practical examples in groups. 1 
0 I shall use information for my work on the project for privatization. 1 
0 It is difficult to apply this information to Czechoslovak conditions. 2 
0 It is very difficult to use this information in our conditions. 3 
0 The best lecturer has Dr. Duffy. 1 
7 I got more information about accounting. 4 
7 I learned about accounting on farms. 1 
7 I learned how important it is to make a proper calculation before 3 
starting one's own business. 
7 It was interesting to get to know about accounting and management. 3 
8 I can have a different view on our own problems in agriculture. 1 
8 I got some idea about market economy. 7 
8 I got to know about the governmental policy in agriculture. 1 
8 I learned about farming based on the principles of market economy. 4 
8 I learned about the fax system in USA. 1 
8 I learned about the risk in farming in market economy. 3 
8 I learned how important it is to concentrate on efficiency. 3 
8 I learned how to apply an economic experience. 1 
8 I learned how to make decisions. 3 
8 I learned how to make right decisions and how to use information. 5 
8 I learned how to plan and evaluate the work on a farm. 2 
8 I learned how to solve the concrete situations on farms. 1 
8 I learned how to think about farming from a different point of view. 1 
8 . I learned more about market economy. 8 
8 I started to think about things in a different way. 3 
9 I got a complete view on the problems in crop production and its 1 
connection with private business. 
9 I got a new view on problems in crop production. 1 
9 I got some experience in soil science. 2 
9 I got to know about a different system of farming under different 1 
conditions. 
9 I got to know about farming in USA. • 14 
9 I got to know about farms in Iowa. 9 
9 I got to know about the influence of state to crop production in USA. 1 
9 I have some knowledge about agriculture in USA and market 1 
economy on farms. 
2 
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9 I know that land is very important in USA. 
9 I learned a new different way of farming. 
9 I learned a new view on farming. 
9 I learned about a new, different way of economic thinking. 
9 I learned about economy on farms. 
9 I learned about new ways of thinking and solving problems in Iowa. 
9 I learned about the way of thinking of American farmers. 
9 I learned how to organize farms. 
9 I learned how to rent a farm and how to run it. 
9 I learned more about American agriculture system of education, way 
of thinking and making decisions in USA. 
9 I learned things which are necessary to know about running the farm. 
9 It is impossible to compare the conditions in Iowa and in 
Czechoslovakia 
Question IL; "Actions I plan to take because of what I. have learned are .. 
Code Remmiks # Pgpplg 
7 I shall try to use the market economy on my farm. 2 
7 I shall use information from this workshop on my own farm. 3 
7 I would like to buy my own farm for my grandsons. 1 
7 I would like to rent the farm.. 1 
7 I would like to start to run my own private farm. 14 
7 I would like to use the information that I got during this course on 1 
my private farm which I would like to buy next year. 
7 I'll think more about the private sector. 1 
7 I'll use some information in my future work. 5 
7 It will help me to evaluate things for beginning my private work. 3 
7 It will help me to run my own farm. 6 
8 I shall have my own lectures about farming in USA. 3 
8 I shall teach my students about farming in USA. 3 
8 I shall use the information in my recent work. 6 
8 I would like to use information for counsultancy (advising service) 4 
for farmers. 
8 I would like to use the information from this workshop in the work 5 
in our cooperative farm. 
9 I can hardly use any information which I learned during the 1 
workshop. 
9 I improved my decision making skills. 4 
9 I plan to attend some more workshops and I would like to have 1 
personal contact with ISU (letter to Dr. Duffy). 















9 I would like to attend this workshop again. 3 
9 I'll continue to study market economy and the way to use it in our 3 
conditions. 
9 I'll have better knowledge of economic problems. 3 
9 I'll improve my knowledge in economy and accounting. 1 
9 I'll inform the cooperative farms about this workshop. 1 
9 I'll study more English and German language. 1 
9 I'll try to plant soybeans. 1 
9 It is very difficult to apply this knowledge from the workshop to our 1 
cooperative farm. There are too many differences between Iowa and 
Czechoslovak farms. 
9 We must think more about economy 3 
Question III.: "Benefits of the workshop I'll share with friends and fellow associates are .. 
Code Remarks # People 
7 Agriculture has the same problems all over the world. 1 
7 Effectivity is very important. 3 
7 I am going to tell my friends almost all the information about market 2 
economy and management on private farms. 
7 I can only inform my friends about the way of farming in loa. It is 4 
very different from the way of farming in Czechoslovakia and it is 
difficult to compare. 
7 I'll explain to them the system of farming and the governmental 5 
program (in Iowa) for agriculture). 
7 I'll inform my friends about the economy and farming in the USA. 4 
7 I'll tell my friends about American farmers and their way of life and 1 
working. 
7 I'll tell my friends how important it is to make good decisions. 2 
7 I'll tell them about protection of the environment in the USA. 1 
7 I'll tell them about the different way of farming in the USA. 2 
7 I'll tell them the principles of market economy on farms. 1 
7 I'll use the experience from the workshop in our project for building 1 
family farms with the use of Schaap Equipment, which is very 
unique. 
7 It is not important how big the farm is, but rather how effective it 1 
works. 
7 It is very important to have good knowledge in the economy when 1 
you start a private farm. 
7 New view on accounting. 2 
7 Using information in accounting, 3 
8 It is important to think about practical conclusions and practical work 1 
of research institutions. 
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Making decisions is based on good knowledge. 
I would like to attend some more courses. 
I'll recommend my friends attend this workshop. 
I'll show all materials to my friends. 
I'll tell all the information to my friends if they are interested in it. 
I'll tell my friends about the system of education in the USA and 
about presentations during the workshop. 
I'll tell my friends about the way of farming in Iowa. 
I'll tell my friends all about this workshop. 
It is important to know how to make decisions. 
It was a very good presentation during the workshop; good materials. 





Question I: "Things I've learned during this workshop are .. 
Code Remarks # Psoplg 
0 I appreciate the honest and professional approach of American 1 
professors. 
0 I got common information. 2 
0 I learned English language 1 
0 I learned more about the American system of education. 1 
0 I think that Czechoslovak agriculture is very good, but we must work 1 
hard. 
0 It was interesting to get to know about farming in the USA, but it will 3 
be better to apply it to Czechoslovak conditions. 
0 It was interesting, but conditions in Czechoslovakia are completely 2 
different. 
0 The professors were very good. 1 
4 I got more information about accounting. 5 
4 I hope that we'll know better how to estimate risk in business. 1 
4 I learned about accounting on farms. 7 
4 I learned how to run a farm and something about accounting and. 1 
planning in agriculture. 
4 I think that Czechoslovak accounting is too complicated in 1 
comparison with an American one. 
4 It was interesting to get to know about accounting and management. 2 
5 I can have a different view on our own problems in agriculture. 2 
5 I got a better understanding of a market economy in agriculture. 1 
5 I got some idea about market economy. 3 
5 I got to know about the significance of the system "how to advise 3 
farmers." 
5 I learned about the connection between crop production and 1 
economy. 
5 I learned how important it is to look on the problem from different 1 
aspects. 
5 I learned how USA government is proud and respects the farmers. 1 
5 I learned more about market economy. 2 
5 It was interesting to discuss problems together. 1 
5 There are different situations in banking and agriculture in the USA 1 
and CSFR. 
6 After this workshop I think more about the way for our Czechoslovak 1 
agriculture. 
6 1 got a different view on agriculture. 3 
6 I got a good economic view on the work. 1 
2 
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6 I got an idea about agriculture in the USA and how to compare it with 1 
Czechoslovak farming and how to improve it's efficiency. ' 
6 I got an idea of agriculture in different states and I learned about the 1 
governmental aims in the USA. 
6 I got some idea about American agriculture. 3 
6 I got to know about farming in USA. 15 
6 I got to know about farms in Iowa. 1 
6 I have some knowledge about agriculture in the USA and market 1 
economy on farms. 
6 I learned a new view on farming 3 
6 I learned a new way of how to solve problems. 1 
6 I learned about economic situations in farming in USA. 2 
6 , I learned about the way of thinking of American farmers. 1 
6 I learned how important it is to concentrate on efficiency. 1 
6 I learned how important it is to plan things for all year. 1 
6 I learned how to make decisions 2 
6 I learned how to make the right decisions and how to use 3 
information. 
6 I learned how to think about the way of farming. 1 
6 I learned that it is important not to be afraid of risk and to rely on 1 
yourself. 
6 I start to think about things in a different way. 1 
6 I think more about risk in business. 5 
Question II.; "Actions I plan to take because of what I have learned are.. 
Code Remarks # People 
4 I leaméd that I must make a good project and plan for everything 5 
before I start my own business. 
4 I would like to enterprise in agriculture. 3 
4 I would like to rent the farm. 3 
4 I would like to start to run my own private farm. 13 
4 I would like to use this information for consultancy (advising service) 7 
for farmers. 
4 I'll become an owner of a big company. 1 
4 I'll think about having my own farm. 1 
5 I would like to use the information in the work on our cooperative 4 
farm. 
5 I'll continue to teach at the university. 1 
5 I'll use the information in my recent work. 4 
5 I'll use this knowledge during my lectures. 1 
6 I got a different view on agriculture. 2 
6 I have a better knowledge about farming in the USA. 1 
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6 I realize that selling farmers' products is a good job for the future. 1 
6 I would like to improve planning and economy. 1 
6 I'll continue to study your materials. 3 
6 I'll improve my decision making. 5 
6 I'll improve my knowledge in economy and accounting. 1 
6 I'll think about it. 8 
6 I'll use this knowledge in my future in making decisions. 2 
Question III.: "Benefits of the workshop I'll share with friends and fellow associates are. 
Code Rgîwgrks # Feopk 
4 Everyone must have his own responsibility. 3 
4 I'll tell my friends about the way of farming in the USA. 7 
4 I'll tell my friends the approach of private farming in the USA. 1 
4 I'll tell them that it is better to buy a farm than to rent it. 1 
4 It is important to use information and accounting. 5 
4 It is interesting how U.S. agriculture can succeed and overcome crisis. 1 
4 It is necessary to think more about market economy. 5 
4 Necessity of efficiency in farming. 4 
4 The farmer must love his farm and work on it. 1 
5 I'll tell my friends how important it is to make good decisions. 6 
5 Importance of transformation economy for practical use. 1 
6 I would like to attend some more courses. 3 
6 I'll recommend that my friends attend this workshop. 6 
6 I'll tell my friends about the way of farming in Iowa. 2 
6 I'll tell my friends all about the workshop. 6 
6 I'll tell my friends not to attend this workshop. 1 
6 I'll tell them about new approaches in evaluation of production and 1 
economy. 
6 It is important to know how to make decisions. 3 





Question I; "Things I've learned during this workshop are .. 
Code Remarks # Fsopk 
0 All information was not useful for Slovak conditions. 1 
0 During the workshop I realized that our Slovak agriculture is very 1 
good and that we are not a developing country. 
0 I appreciate very good organization of all professors during the 1 
workshop. 
0 I can't use this information in Slovakia because of our legislation. 1 
0 I understood all the problems very well. 1 
1 I learned about accounting on farms. 2 
1 I learned how to make the right decisions and how to use 2 
information. 
2 After studying your materials, I'll use the information in my future 1 
work. 
2 I got some idea about market economy. 2 
2 I learned about farming based on the principles of market economy. 4 
2 I learned about the differences in agriculture in Iowa and Slovakia. 1 
2 I was interested in credits policy. 1 
2 I was interested in the questions about prices of farms. 1 
3 I changed my philosophy and approach to my own private business. 1 
3 I got an opinion about buying or renting the farm. 1 
3 I got some knowledge about agriculture in the USA and market 4 
economy on farms. 
3 I got to know about farming in the USA. 7 
3 I got to know about farms in Iowa. 5 
3 I learned about economy on farms. 1 
3 I learned about thinking of American farmers. 1 
3 I realize how farmers in the USA can use new information and how 1 
they love their farms. 
3 I realize that it is very important to look on the problem from the 1 
economic view. 
3 I'll think about different ways to invest money. 1 
3 Way of reasoning in the USA. Necessity of exchange of information, 1 
experience, international relationship. 
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Question IL: "Actions I plan to take because of what I have learned are .. 
Code Remarks # People 
1 I learned that I must make a good project and plan for everything 2 
before I start my own business. 
I would like to enterprise in agriculture. 6 
I would like to start to run my own private farm. 4 
I would like to use the information for consultancy (advising service) 4 
for farmers. 
I'll think about having my own farm. 3 
I'll use the information on my own farm. 2 
It will help me to evaluate process for beginning private business. 2 
It will help me to run my own farm. 2 
2 I would like to use the information in the work on our cooperative 1 
farm. 
2 I'll continue to study market economy and how to use it in our 1 
conditions. 
2 I'll continue to study your materials. 2 
2 I'll use the information in my recent work. 4 
2 I'll use the knowledge during my lectures. 3 
3 I would like to try to take part in some long term study of the 1 
agricultural problems, especially, management, economy, marketing. 
3 I'll improve decision making. 2 
3 I'll tell my colleagues that it is very important to attend such 1 
workshops. 
3 I'll tell all information to my friends and colleagues at work. 4 
Question III.: "Benefits of the workshop I'll share with friends and fellow associates are .. 
# People 
Code Remarks 
1 Effectiveness is very important. 3 
1 I'll tell my friends about the way of farming in the USA. 7 
1 I'll tell my friends the principles of market economy on farms. 3 
1 I'll tell them the information from the discussions. 1 
1 It is important to think more about a market economy. 2 
1 It is important to use information and accounting. • 2 
1 It is not economically good to run a farm. 1 
1 It is not so easy to run a farm in the USA. 1 
1 It is possible to build stable agriculture in Czechoslovakia. Our people 1 
(farmers) must step on their own legs. 
1 It is very important to have good knowledge about the economy 1 
when you start a private farm. 
3 
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Good contact and discussion between professors and students. 
3 
1 
3 I appreciate what the professors did for us. 1 
3 I'll recommend to my friends that they attend this workshop. 1 
3 I'll tell my friends about the way of farming in Iowa. 5 
3 I'll tell my friends all about this workshop. 2 
3 It is necessary to travel and to see everything with our own eyes. 1 
3 Necessity of thinking about environment. 3 
3 We must be optimistic. 1 
3 We must believe in our own abilities. 1 
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Workshop I 
Part V: Remarks 
BRNO 
It will be more useful to speak about concrete examples in farming. It was 1 person 
too much theoretical information 
It'll be better to have more concrete examples. 3 people 
The projection during workshop must be improved. More practical 1 person 
examples. 
It'll be better to use more slides and photos. 1 person 
Please, I would like to know if there is still published the journal 
"AMERICAN" in Chicago, USA. I was used to read it in 1946, '47 and '48. It 
was published in Czech language and it was for Czech and Slovac 
community in USA. I would like to buy this journal again. Thank you. 
(68 year old man, [#46 Brno]); FrantiSes Fegl 
Maresova 8 




It will be better to apply information on Slovac conditions in farming 1 person 
All professors were very good, but the theme was not good, because it is not 1 person 
possible to use the information for our Slovak conditions. 
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Part V; Remarks 
PRAGUE 
I appreciate nice atmosphere during the workshop, especially optimism and 1 person 
jokes and good knowledge of all professors. 
It'll be better to have more time for practical examples 1 person 
It was not enough practical examples in handouts 
In the beginning there were too many graphs and too many informations. 1 person 
It will be better to use film. It will be better to use more practical examples. 
In some lectures could be more details and more examples and 3 people 
explanations. 
During the projection the letters of Czech translation was not big enough 1 person 
and it was difficult to read them. 
I appreciate that there was enough time for discussion and a good practical 1 person 
examples. 
I would like to thank to all professors for a nice lectures. 1 person 
I think that it will be easier to start farming in Iowa than in Czechoslovakia 1 person 
I'll tell my friends about the information from the lecture of Dr. Holt. 1 person 
It will be better to choose different theme which will be possible to apply in 1 person 
out Czechoslovak conditions that are completely different from the Iowa 
conditions. 
It is necessary to consider specific conditions in Czechoslovak farming 1 person 
For graduate people it was all things we have already learned at university. 1 person 
It will be better to discuss some more details. 
For Dr. Duffy: Please, send me "The Law for Soil Conservation for Iowa." I 1 person 
would like to use it in the Department of Environment in Czech Republic. 
My address: Ing. Kupec Vladimir 
VO Min. iiv. prostfedi 
post, schranka 9 
Tnda 1. mâje 108 
460 02 LIBEREC III, Czechoslovakia 
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APPENDIX D. PILOT WORKSHOP RESULTS 
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Appendix E 
Summary of Evaluation 
Pilot Workshop 
Please note that not all workshop participants completed evaluation forms. Others did so, but 
did not answer all questions. Hence, the numbers on the evaluation summary do not equal the 
total number of participants. 
Pilot Workshop Evaluation Summary 
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Part I. 









































At what level were you able to understand the information? 
Nitra 
All information in full detail 8 
The information, but not in detail 11 
























Not very, good 
Poor 
Nitra Bmo Prague 
12 9 23 
8 2 2 
Nitra Brnp Prague 
1 1 3 
. 5 8 17 
11 2 2 
3 1 
Part II. 
Overall rating of all questions for the four lectures by the participants. 
Nitra = 3.8663 (n=20) Bmo = 3.8333 (n=ll) Prague = 4.1091 (n=29) 
Participants were asked to rate each of the four lectures on a "1-5 Likert" scale. 
I. How useful was the lecture on orientation and structure of U.S. agriculture? 
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Relevance of topic to your needs 
Format and teaching methods 
Instructor's examples 
Question and response periods 
Translation of lectures 
Audiovisual presentations 
Printed material handed out 
Information presented 
2 .  How useful was the lecture on farm management? 
Relevance of topic to your needs 
Format and teaching methods 
Instructor's examples 
Question and response periods 
Translation of lectures 
Audiovisual presentations 
Printed material handed out 
Information presented 
3. How useful was the lecture on business plans? 
Relevance of topic to your needs 
Format and teaching methods 
Instructor's examples 
Question and response periods 
Translation of lectures 
Audiovisual presentations 
Printed material handed out 
Information presented 
4. How useful was the lecture on marketing in a market economy? 
Relevance of topic to your needs 
Format and teaching methods 
Instructor's examples 
Question and response periods 
Translation of lectures 
Audiovisual presentations 
Printed material handed out 
Information presented 
SuiTimation of all four lectures to the same eight questions. 
Relevance of topic to your needs 
Format and teaching methods 
Instructor's examples 
Question and response periods 
Translation of lectures 
Audiovisual presentations 
Printed material handed out 
Information presented 
Nitra Brno Prague 
3.889 4.000 3.667* 
4.316- 3.900 4.222 
4.000 3.889 3.963 
2.737 3.600 4.192* 
3.526* 4.300 4.160 
4.158 3.700* 4.370 
4.421 4.100 4.481 
3.579 3.700 4.074 
Brno Prague 
3.842 4.364 3.786* 
4.211 4.182 4.143 
4.000 4.182 3.840 
2.789 3.636 4.143* 
3.474* 4.000 4.222 
4.316 3.636* 4.222 
4.474 4.091 4.407 
3.579 3.909 4.071 
Bmp Praeue 
4.211 4.273 4.308 
4.158 3.727 3.846 
4.105 3.818 4.080 
2.842* 3.455 4.077* 
3.421* 3.909 3.960 
4.263 3.545* 4.400 
4.316 4.091 4.308 
3.684* 3.818 4.040 
Nit# Bmp Praeue 
4.368 4.364 4.320 
4.211 3.182* 4.000 
3.947 3.100* 3.708 
2.944* 4.000 4.292* 
3.421* 3.727 4.174 
4.211 3.364* 4.190 
4.421 3.727 4.083 
3.842 3.364* 3.708 
Nitra Prague 
4.0800 4.256* 3.9808 
4.2237 3.744* 4.3269 
4.0132 3.756* 4.3000 
2.8270* 3.674 4.130* 
3.4605 3.977 4.173 
4.2368 3.558* 3.9010 
4.4079 4.094 4.0566 
3.671 i 3.698 4.009* 
* Areas of difference for further review 
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Hlot Workshop Evaluation Comments 
Handwritten comments on Pilot Workshop evaluation forms (Appendix C) 
Results of 3-person exercise in Nitra 
STRENGTHS 
Good quality of printed materials (twice)" 
Good level of lectures (on market economy) (three times) 
Practical aspects - examples and applications (twice) 
Topical subjects and specialized topics (twice) 
Exposure to world trends in agriculture 
Possibility to make decisions (twice) 
Possibility to get a lot of information in a short time and information on 
market economics and U.S. agriculture (three times) 
Good methods and organization. 
Close contact and informal relationships with participants (twice) 
Use of video - good audio/visual presentations (twice) 
WEAKNESSES 
Terms (twice) 
— discordance between market and central economic terms 
— need glossary 
Not enough time for discussion (five times) 
Adjust level of lectures for the participants 
— material can't be applied to CSFR at present 
Not enough time and too many problems in a short time (three times) 
Closer contact 
More definite problems 
Inadequate equipment for interpretation 
SUGGESTIONS 
Better translation of market terminology (twice) 
More time for discussion (five times) 
— for "cleaning up problems" 
Adjust the courses to the participants and to the conditions of country (twice) 
More specialization - more factual information (twice) 
More work in groups 
Maintain good quality of printed materials 
— hand out a week before course (twice) 
More topics, i.e. accounting 
Give practical information for farmers, e.g., marketing 
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More time/less material 
More definite problems 
Lecture for beginning business men/women 
NITRA 
• In the first lecture on the structure of credits, it would be interesting to add 
the information on the proportion of credit on the property. 
• Add to first lecture: for how many people can one Iowa farm produce food. 
In graphs, better to use percentages than dollars - easier to compare. 
In lectures 2-4, better to leave out general information and have more time 
for factual information in the form of case studies.. 
Better to choose more difficult examples. 
• Very good. If possible, I'll attend others. 
• Shortage of time. Better to have closer contact with lecturer - more 
discussion. 
• Difficult to pay attention during the. translation. 
Better to discuss immediately after lectures. Not enough time for this. 
• Need better equipment for listening. 
• I have no remarks because this is the first course I attended. 
• Good opportunity to get to know something about American businesses and 
think about our conditions of the market and the impact of the former 
socialist influence on production. 
• Bad translation of some terms - especially in business plans. 
• Need more time for questions and answers. 
Better translation of terms. 
• A lot of information and not enough time for discussion. 
• Not enough time for questions and answers and discussion. 
Lecturers were very good. 




• Marketing lecture too general. 
There were no definite examples. 
Suggestions: in enterprises of 100, 200, 300, and 700 workers, include 
motivation and management. 
Not enough time for evaluation. 
• Last two lectures too general. 
Lectures too fast. 
• Better to have specialized lectures or definite subjects and explain in greater 
detail. 
PRAGUE 
• Too fast. 
Some terms we didn't know (opportunity cost). 
More time for small groups and smaller groups. 
• Excellent. More time for discussion. 
• Need more detail. 
Explain necessity for cooperation with the food industry. 
Explain the significance of market information. 
Lectures should be more informative. 
Every advice is a great help for Czechoslovakia now. 
• Solving examples is a very good method of teaching, but need more attention 
to the evaluation of this example. 
Discuss in more detail all possibilities for solving the example, including the 
opinion of the lecturer. 
• Suggest more practical examples and the concrete procedures which are used 
on the farm every day. 
• All lectures were well prepared, but should be in more detail. 
Explain terms (especially on business plans). 




• Suggest dividing into two parts: 
- for students, general basic information and basic examples 
— for specialists, practical view; information not in books 
This is very important for our agriculture. 
• Some terms in "business plan", not interpreted well. 
Don't do changes in information during lecture. It's not easy to follow the 
lecturer and write information at the same time. 
• Leave up the graphs or tables on the screen for a longer time. 
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Information for Review of Research Involving Human Subjects 
Iowa State Univofslty 
(Please type and use the attached instructions for completing this form) 
1. Title of Project ManagemenC Training and Economic Education 
for Czech/Slovak Federal Republic 
2. I agree to provide itie proper surveillance of this project to insure that the rights and welfare of the human subjects are 
protected. I will report any adverse reactions to the committee. Additions to or changes in research procedures after the 
project has been approved will be submitted to the committee for review, I agree to request renewal of approval for any project 
continuing more than one year. 
Gary Allan White 1/3/92 ^ 0\^ 
Typed Name of Principal Inveitigtior Dale Signkiurs of Ptwdpâl Investigator 
Agricultural Education & Studies 206 Curtiss Hall 294-0050 
Dcpanmenl Campiu Addrcii Camptis Telephone 
3. Signatures of other investigators Date Relationship to Principal Investigator 
Dr. Alan Kahler . 1/3/92 Major Professor 
4. Principal Investigator(s) (check all that apply) 
• Faculty • Staff Q Graduate Student • Undergraduate Student 
5. Project (check all that apply) 
• Research 0 "ITiesis or dissemtion • Class project • Independent Study (490, 590, Honors project) 
6. Number of subjects (complete all that apply) 
JL. # Adults, non-students #ISU student # minors under 14 other (explain) 
# minors 14 - 17 
7. Brief description of proposed research involving human subjects: (See instructions, Item 7. Use an additional page if 
needed.) 
SEE ATTACHED SHEET 
8. Informed Consent: 
(Please do not send research, thesis, or dissertation proposals.) 
Q Signed informed consent will be obtained. (Attach a copy of your form.) 
B Modified informed consent will be obtained. (See instructions, item 8.) 
• Not applicable to this project. 
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9. Confidentiality of Data: Describe below the methods to be used to ensure the confidentiality of data obtained. (See 
instructions, item 9.) 
The evaluation instrument will be completed by the participants, of the workshops 
individually on the last day of the workshops. Individual evaluations will not be 
coded or individually identified. All data will be kept and reported as group data. 
10. What risks or discomfort will be part of the study? Will subjects in the research be placed at risk or incur discomfort? 
Describe any risks to the subjects and precautions that will be taken to minimize them. (The concept of risk goes beyond 
physical risk aiid includes risks to subjects' dignity and self-respect as well as psychological or emotional risk. See 
instructions, item 10.) 
11. CHECK ALL of the following that apply to your research: 
• A. Medical clearance necessary before subjects can participate 
• B. Samples (Blood, tissue, etc.) from subjects 
• C. Administration of substances (foods, drugs, etc.) to subjects 
• D. Physical exercise or conditioning for subjects 
• E' Deception of subjects 
Q F. Subjects under 14 years of age arid/or Q Subjects 14-17 years of age 
• G. Subjects in institutions (nursing homes, prisons, etc.) 
• H. Research must be approved by another institution or agency (Attach letters of approval) 
If you checked any of the items in 11, please complete the following in the space below (include any attachments); 
Describe the procedures and note the safety precautions being taken. 
Describe how subjects will be deceived: justify the deception; indicate the debriefing procedure, including 
the timing and information to be presented to subjects. 
For subjects under the age of 14, indicate how informed consent from parents or legally authorized repre-
sentadves as well as from subjects will be obtained. 
Specify the agency or institution that must approve the project If subjects in any outside agency or 
institution are involved, approval must be obtained prior to beginning the research, and the letter of approval 
should be filed. 
Items A - D 
Item E 
Item F 
Items G & H 
Last  Name o f  Pr inc ipal  Inves t igator  whi te  
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Checklist for Attachments and Time Schedule 
The following are attached (please check): 
12. • Letter or written statement to subjects indicating clearly. 
a) purpose of the research 
b) the use of any identifier codes (names, #'s), how they will be used, and when they will be 
removed (see Item 17) 
c) an estimate of time needed for participation in the research and the place 
d) if applicable, location of the research activity 
e) how you will ensure confidentiality 
f) in a longitudinal study, note when and how you will contact subjects later 
g) participation is voluntary; nonparticipation will not affect evaluations of die subject 
13. • Consent form (if applicable) 
14. • Letter of approval for research from cooperating organizations or institutions (if applicable) 
15. Data-gathering instruments 
16. Anticipated dates for contact with subjects:. . 
First Contact Last Contact 
17. If applicable: anticipated date that identifiers will be removed from completed survey instruments and/or audio or visual 
tapes will be erased: 
1 / 1 5 / 9 2  6 / 3 0 / 9 2  
Month / Day / Year Month / Day / Year 
Month / Day / Year 
18. Signature of Departmental Executive Officer Date Department or Administrative Unit 
19. Decision of the University Human Subjects Review Committee: 
Approved Project Not Approved No Action Required 
Name of Committee Chairperson 
P a t r i c i a  M .  K e i t h  
Date Signature of Committee Chairperson 
G C : l / 9 0  
